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Computer software packages have proven to be very useful for the 
application of sophisticated analysis and design algorithms for in-
dustrial problems. Their usefulness in providing powerful results in an 
easily applied form for the user has led to the development of efficient 
software packages for large-scale systems. One problem area in which 
software packages are becoming more popular involves those systems 
having inherent noise problems resulting from random variations in 
disturbance inputs and/or system parameters. These random variations 
' ' 
result in errors being propagated throughout the large-scale systems. 
A thorough knowledge of the large-scale system dynamics, statistical 
properties of dynamical systems, and some simulation experience is 
necessary for the development of computer software packages for these 
\ 
applications. In this work a direct algorithm is implemented to yield 
a computer software package for determining the propagation of errors 
due to .noise in large-scale missile systems. 
Background 
Previous work on noise propagation problems has focused on the use 
of the Monte Carlo technique in which large numbers of runs are en-
semble":'averaged to obtain statistical results. Primary considerations 
in the use of this traditional approach are the generation of 
2 
prespecified statistical inputs and the simulation of dynamical sys. 
terns. A more modern approach based on computing the state covariance 
matrix directly has become popular in recent years. This new approach, 
referred to as the direct covariance algorithm, has been applied for 
an approximate analysis of large-scale nonlinear systems. The develop-
ment of a computer software package using the direct covariance 
algorithm would greatly enhance large·scale system analysis capabili-
ties. 
The Monte Carlo method uses repeated sample functions as inputs 
to the model of a mathematical or physical process. Earlier noise 
propagation studies by the Monte Carlo method were based on the use of 
analog noise generators. Due to the .fact that these generators were 
not repetitive, the analog approach became unpopular after the recent 
development of digital ·pseudo-random number generators. These genera-
tors could be used to generate the same numbers as many times as1 
desired and, thus, ease the work of debugging the simulated program. 
Large amounts of simulated random data are required for acceptable 
results. For the digital implementation of the Monte Carlo t~chnique, 
pseudo-random numbers are either drawn from tables (l} or generated 
from simple relationships within the computer. For the former case 
the random numbers must be stored and used whenever required. How-
ever, for the latter case Chambers (_2), Hull and Debell (3), Maclaren 
and Marsaglta (4L and Gelder. (5) have developed mixed congruential 
and multiplicative recurrence formulas for generating pseudo-random 
numbers. The numbers generated are uniformly distributed on the 
interval (0,1}. The uniformly distributed numbers may be converted 
into zero-mean, unity-variance, Gaussianly distributed random numbers 
3 
by an exact closed-form expression developed by Box and Muller (6}. An 
alternate, but approximate, method of converting the uniform sequence 
to a Gaussian sequence utilizes the Central Limit theorem which states 
that as the number of statistically independent variables is increased 
without limit, a Gaussian probability distribution is approached for 
the sum, regardless of the probability distributions of the various 
variables. 
A direct technique (.7·12) has resulted from the error covariance 
matrix propagation in the Kalman filtering equation (13,14}. Though 
exact for linear time-varying systems, the direct covariance algorithm 
has also been applied for mildly non·linear systems. For example, this 
technique has been used by Kuhnel and Sage (15} for sensitivity equa .. 
tions about a nominal flight path due to trajectory initial condition 
dispersions and random system variattons. They used a thirty-third 
order, ·six degree ... of-freedom homing missile model to illustrate the 
appiication to a realistic situation. Kuhnel and Sage used only the 
adjoint method whereas Irwin and Hung (16} applied both direct and 
adjoint methods for evaluating th.estate covariance algorithm for 
large-scale, nonlinear, dynamical systems. An interval .. by-interval 
linearization procedure has also been proposed (17,18}.. For nonlinear 
feedback systems, the direct covariance approach has been used by 
Brown (19-21} for solving trajectory optimization problems. Using a 
more accurate algorithm about. a nominal trajectory, Clark (22, 23} has 
developed related results. 
Rowland and Holmes (24.) have shown that the direct covariance 
technique is more accurate ~nd faster than the Monte Carlo approach. 
They demonstrated that the direct covariance algorithm can be applied 
4 
to mildly nonlinear sy~tems with acceptable results by using linearized 
incremental equations about the noise~free solution. The objective of 
this research is to develop a computer software package for the ef-
ficient implementation of the direct covariance algorithm. 
Derivation of the Direct Covariance Algorithm 
Consider the linear, time-varying, dynamical system represented 
by the vector differential equation 
x(t} = A(t}x(t) + B(t}w(t} ( 1 .1) 
where x(t) is an n-dimensional state vector, A(t) is an n by n matrix, 
B(t) is an n by m matrix, and w(t) is an m-dimensional input noise 
vector. 
The covariance matrix of the stite vector is defined as 
( 1.2) 
The elements of the input noise vector are zero...JT1ean white noise pro-
cesses, and their covariance matrix is represented by 
where o(•) is the impulse function. Them by m covariance matrix 
Qw(t) may be time-varying in general. 
( 1 . 3) 
The covariance matrix P(t) may be determined directly in terms 
of A(t), B(t),and Qw(t) by using x(t) in (1.2). The solution of the 
time-varying, linear differential equation given by (1 .1) is 
~(t) = <I>(t,t0 ) x(t0 ) + {! <I>{t,T) B(T} w(T}dT (1.4) 
Therefore, the covariance matrix of the state vector x(tl may be 
calculated as 
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P(tl = t{!~t}x T (tl} 
• {1i(t,t0 l~_(t0 1 + {t q,(_t,T} B(T) w(T}dT}TJ (1.5) 
. 0 
Since x(t0 } and ~(t} are uncorrelated for all t>t0 , 
P(t) = E[g,(t,t0 ) ~(t0 ) {~(t,t0 ) x(t0 )}T + 
{: {! 1i(t,T1} B(T1) w(t1){1i(t,T2)B(t2)~(T2)}TdT1dT2] 
= qi(t,t0 ) E{x(t0 )xT(t0 )} qiT(t,t0 ) 
t t } · T T T {
0 
{ 0 qi(t,T1 B{T1) E{w(T1h! .. (T2)} B (T2) qi (t,T2)dT1dT2 (1,6) 
Using (1.3) and the sifting property of the delta function, (1.6) 
reduces to 
P(t} T = qi(t,t0 } P(t0 ) qi (t,t0 } + 
C qi(t,T1) B(T1)Qw(T1) BT(T1} qiT(t,T1}dT.1 (1.7) 
0. -
The integral equation in (1.7) may be expressed more conveniently as a 
matrix differential equation" for P(t). In establishing this form, the 
state transition matrix qi(t,t0 ) is identified as the solution of the 
homogeneous linear differential equation 
(1 . 8) 
with the boundary condition qi(t ,t ) = I. Using the relationship in 0 0 
(1.8) to simplify (1.7) gives· 
+ 4> ( t , t } B ( t ) Qkl. ( t } BT ( t ) 4> T ( t , t ) 
p ( t ) = A (t } [ 4> Ct , t O ) p ( t O ) 4> T ( t , t O } 
Jt T T + t O 4> ( t , T 1 ) B ( T 1 ) Qw ( T 1 ) B ( T 1 ) 4> ( t , T 1 ) d T 1 J 
+ [4>(t,t0 ) P(t0 ) 4>T(t,t0 ) 
+ {t iI>(t,Tl )B(Tl }Qw(Tl )BT (Tl )IP T (t,Tl )dTl J TAT (t) 
0 -
6 
+ B(t) Qw(t) BT(t) (1 .9) 
where iP(t,t) has been replaced by the identity matrix I. Therefore, 
~(t) = A(t) P(t} + P(t) AT(t) + B{t) Qw(t) BT(t) (1.10) 
The desired result in (l.lO) yields P(t) by solving a set of linear 
differential equations. 
Criteria for Comparison 
Since the most efficient technique is sought for the study of 
noise propagation in large-scale systems, the criteria for comparison 
between the Monte Carlo technique and the direct covariance algorithm 
play an important role in selecting the most suitable technique. Some 
of these criteria are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
7 
Intonnation ProY-ided 
The primary consideration for choosing a simulation technique is 
greatly influenced by the infonnation provided by that technique. The 
Monte Carlo technique provides the complete probability densi_ty func-
tion associated with random phenomena, whereas the direct covariance 
technique only gives the variance about the nominal trajectory, which 
serves as the mean value. In many applications of interest, the 
mean and variance of selected states is all the information that is 
required for an acceptable analysis of system behavior. 
Accaracy 
The next criterion for comparison is the accuracy level pro-
vided, which varies with different techniques. The direct covariance 
algorithm gives exact results for linear systems and may be applied 
to yield acceptable results for mildly nonlinear systems. On the 
other hand, the results of 25 to 50 Monte Carlo runs may not provide 
acceptable accuracy, although a high accuracy may be expected with 
. . 
l 000 Monte Carlo runs (24). The .step size chosen for integration may 
be used as a control for the tradeoff between accuracy and compu-
tational time. 
computer · Storage 
'. ~ 
The computer software package efficiency may also be judged by 
the computer storage needed for the application of various techniques. 
The direct covariance algorithm requires somewhat more storage as 
compared to the Monte Carlo technique. The amount of additional 
storage depends upon the order of the system being considered as shown 
in later chapters. 
Computational Time 
Another objective of an efficient computer software package is to 
obtain a computationally fast algorithm. The speed and accuracy may 
be examined with respect to tradeoff possibilities. For extremely 
accurate results, the computational time needed may be quite large. 
By the use of large integration step sizes, the computational speed 
may be increased. There are many approximate techniques which may be 
used to reduce the computation time. For example, slowly time-varying 
coefficients may be replaced by constant coefficients and very small 
variables and coefficients may be replaced by zero. Moreover, if 
the order of the system can be reduced, a considerable savings in com-
puter time might be realized. 
Program Complexity 
The computer software package should be simple so that anyone 
with only limited simulation experience is able to understand it. Due 
to the inverse relation of the complexity and computation time, the 
tradeoff between them is possible. With maximum complexity the com-
puter time may be reduced by as much as a factor of ten in certain 
applications. 
Possibilities of Extension 
Tbe general computer software package for the direct covariance 
algorithm is a fundamental step in ~he subsequent development of an 
8 
efficient software package for Kalman filtering as a practical esti-
mation algorithm. Furth.ermore, many approximate nonlinear filtering 
algorithms are based on simi:lar considerattons. 
Outline 
Following this introductory chapter, the direct covariance algo-
rithm is extended in Chapter II for application to nonlinear systems. 
In addition, several Monte Carlo tests are performed to determine a 
suitable discretization procedure for subsequent use in validating 
the results of the digital computer software package. The software 
package development and its application to a large-scale missile sys-
tem are described in Chapter III. Engineering tradeoff studies for 
the direct covariance algorithm between accuracy, computational speed, 
computer storage, and program complexity are performed in Chapter IV. 
Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER lI 
DIRECT COVARIANCE ALGORITHM EXTENSIONS 
AND MONTE CARLO TESTING 
This chapter defines the general mathematical system under con ... 
sideration and extends the direct covariance algorittun for this non-
linear case. Numerical results are presented for a second-order 
nonlinear system to demonstrate th~ applicability of the algorithm. 
Thereafter, the problem of modeling continuous white noise inputs on 
the digital computer is investigated from a more general viewpoint 
than considered previously. Three modeling representations are pre-
sented and then compared on a second ... order system. The best of these 
discretization procedures is used in subsequent chapters to compare the 
Monte Carlo technique with the direct covariance algorithm on a 
thirty-first order math model of a six degree-of-freedom air defense 
missile system. 
Mathematical Formulation 
· Consider the nonlinear, time-varying, dynamical system represented 
by the yector differential equation 
. 
x = .f..(.?£, w, t) (2. l) 
where x is the n-dimensional vector of system variables, ~-is an m-




The input noise vector w(t) has a mean value specified by them-
dimensional vector nw(t} and a covariance matrix Qw(tl, which ism by 
m in dimension. These quantities may be defined mathematically as 
E{~(t)} ~ nw(t} 
t { [ w ( t} .... nw ( t ) ] [ w ( T} - nw CT )] T} ~ Qw ( t ) o ( t-T ) ( 2 . 2 ) 
where o ( •) is the impulse function. 
The covariance matrix of the state x(t) is defined as 
6.. . ( ). T PC t J = E { [x Ct) - n l t)] [x (t ) ... n T ] } 
- x x 
(2.3) 
where nx(t) is the mean of x(t). The problem is to determine P(t) in 
terms of the mathematical description of the nonlinear system in (2.1) 
and the properties of. the input noise vector given in (2.2). 
A~ Approximate Covariance Analysis 
of Nonlinear Systems 
The application of the direct covariance algorithm developed in 
Chapter I to the nonlinear system in (2.1) can be achieved as an ap-
proximate analysis. Let ~(t) denote the noise-free nominal trajectory 
obtained by replacing w(t) by nw(t) in (2.1). It is assumed that the 
input noise disturbances cause sufficiently small deviations about 
this nominal solution such that nx(t) = .!N(t). Let these small devia-
tions ox(t) be defined by 
6.. . 
ax(t) = x(t) - ~(t) (2.4) 
Expanding (2.1) in a Taylor's series about !N(t) yields 
ax(t} = A(tl §!._(t} + B(t)w{t) (2.5) 
12 
where 
~ af A(t) ........... ax 
..... ,, !_(t} = ~(tl 
w(t) = Tlw(tl 
~ af B(t} (2 .6) aw !_Ct} = ~(t) 
w(t) = nw(t) 
The approximation made in (2.5} is that the second and all higher-order 
terms in o_! are negligible when compared to the linear terms. This 
approximation is valid if the ox variations are sufficiently small. 
To demonstrate the importance of this approximation, consider the 
second .... order nonlinear system investigated in (24).. The system is 
described by 
(2. 7) 
where w(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian white noise process applied for 
all t > 0. Figure 1 shows the results obtained in (24) by applying 
the direct covariance algorithm as the input covariance Qw was in-
creased from 0.01 to 5. As Qw was increased, the higher-order ox 
variations in (2.5) became significant and larger errors were obtained. 
Therefore, the arbitrary application of the direct covariance algo-
rithm to nonlinear systems with severe nonlinearities and/or ex-
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Figure 1. Comparisons Setween the Direct Covarfance Algorithm 
and Monte Carlo Simulations for (2.7} 
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Monte Carlo Testing 
To validate the accuracy of the computer software package for the 
direct covariance algorithm,comparisons were made with the Monte 
Carlo technique. As a preliminary step, the discretization procedures 
for white noise inputs were investigated to determine whether improved 
Monte Carlo results could be obtained. Previous methods were based 
on the generation of pseudo-random numbers which were then held con-
stant over the discretization interval. The relationships between the 
covariance matrix Qw of discrete random sequences and Qw defined in 
~ 
(2.2) is given by 
(2.8) 
where Tis the discretization interval. An extensive study was per-
formed by Rowland and Holmes (24) on the above method, and some of 
those results are used here to evaluate new methods for the discrete 
representation of continuous white noise processes. 
A new functional approach to the discretization problem has been 
developed in this work, and results are compared with the previous 
method in the next section. Suppose several zero-mean random numbers 
l3k a re combined on each di scret i za ti on i nterva 1 to form a power 
series function of time as 
K 
wd(So,s,,B2,···,BK,t) = E Bktk 
k=O 
for O < t < T (2.9) 
The autocorrelation function of such a train of pulses is given in 
(25J 26} by 
(1 - .ql-} for 1-r I <T 
(2. 10) 
Otherwise 
where Qs is the varianc~ of sk. The associated power spectral 
k 
density is 
SW w (w) 
d d 
= (' e ... jw, [limit· i i T R (t t+.. }dt]d, 
"""° T-+«> ~ ..._r wdwd ' 
2(1 ... cos wT) K T2k-l 
= - 2 r Qo ( 2k+ l } 
w k=O ~k · 
15 
(2 .11) 
Note that the expression in (2.11) takes advantage of the periodicity 
of (2.10) and is valid even though the discrete representation of the 
given continuous random process is nonstationary. 
For the continuous white noise case, the autocorrelation function 
in given by the impulse function 
= (2. 12) 
and the power spectral density is determined as 
Sww(w) = _{' Qwo(.)e-jw,d, = Qw (2. 13) 
Equating (2.11) and (2.13) yields 
K T2k- l 
Qw = 2 k:o Qsk ( 2k+l) (2 .14) 
from which, by setting w = 0; one may form the approximate relationship 
(2 .15) 
This is one of the new relationships developed to possibly yield a 
more accurate discrete repres.entation of continuous white noise pro-
cesses. Figure 2 shows the representation of the continuous and 
discrete white noise processes, including sample functions, autocor ... 
relation functions, and the power spectral densities. 
_.. -T 
... 
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Another method was developed towards the improvement of the 
discrete representation of continuous white noise processes. Con-
sider the random process y(tl given by 
17 
y{tl = A cos(at + e} (2 .16) 
where A is a Gaussian random variable with variance cri and a mean of 
zero, a is a constant, and e is unifonnly distributed on the range 
(0, 21r}. A and e are assumed to be independent. It can easily be 
shown that 
{
a~ . hi· 
=. -y (: - +i cos(ml (2. 17) 
Otherwise 
Suppose a discrete random sequence wd(t} is generated by applying 
(.2. 16) on an interval .J>y .... i nterva l basis. This sequence may be used 
to approximate a given continuous white noise process as before by 
setting 
2 
T crA IT I Qw = 2 ~ °2" cos(ad [l ,~ ~dT 
= 0 2 [l - cos (aT)J (2.18) A . 2 Ta 
This is the relationship developed for determining the variance of the 
discrete model. The simulation results of this method and the method 
developed earlier in the section are compared with the numerical re-
sults obtained earlier in (24}. The method in (2. 8) is referred to 
as the ?tandard method, and the method developed in (2.9)-(2.15) 
is called the slope method. Furthermore, the alternate method in 
(2. 16 ).,..(2. 18) is referred to as. the cosine method. 
18 
Numerical Results 
Consider the second-order, 1 i near, time-invariant system de .. 
scribed by 
(2. 19} 
Recursive relationships used to generate the random input se-
quence wd for the above second-order system have the form 
= GY. 
' 1 
(Modulo M} (2. 20} 
Brown and Rowland (27) obtained satisfactory statistical properties 
from the pseudo-random number generator with G = 19971 , M = i 0, and 
Y0 = 31571. The generated numbers are uniformly distributed on 
(0, l}. These numbers may be converted into a zero"""1ean, unity -
variance Gaussian distribution by the exact closed-form relation de-
veloped by Box and Muller (6} 
z, = ( ... 2 loge v1} 1/2 cos 21TY2 
z2 = (-2 loge Y1) 112 sin 21TY2 
where v1 and v2 are unifonnly distributed, and z1 and z2 are 
Gaussianly distributed random variables. 
(2. 21 ) 
Numerical results for this example are shown in Figure 3 with 
the average per cent error o~ the output variance (crx2) versus the 
l 
number of Monte Carlo runs for the three methods being compared. 
Using a step size T of 0,05, the standard method utilized pseudo-
random numbers with a variance Qw of Q/T equa 1 to 20. The case 
d 
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Figure 3. Average Percent Error on the Output Variance 
by the Monte Carlo Technique 
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s0 and s1 being given equal weight. Several other cases (K = 2,3, and 
4} with severa 1 alternate weighting methods for the s's were a 1 so 
simulated, but no significant improvement was obtained. The results 
of the cosine method shown in Figure 3 used a!= 6.44, a= 4n, and 
,, 
T = 0,05. Different.combinations ·Of a and ai were also used in 
other runs without improvement. Moreover, the use of z1 and z2 from 
(2.21) in consecutive intervals as opposed to using only z1, as shown 
in Figure 3, failed to yield any improvement. Finally, using alter-
nate values of z1 and/or z2 did not improve the results shown. 
Therefore, the standard method was the best of those tested in terms 
of accuracy. In addition, the standard method requires only a single 
pseudo-random number per interval, which results in a particularly 
simple implementation as shown in Append,ix A. 
Surmnary 
The direct covariance algorithm was extended in this chapter for 
application to linearized variational equations about the noise-free 
solution for nonlinear systems. Numerical results showed that the 
algorithm is applicable to those nonlinear systems with low input noise 
levels and mild nonlinearities. A generalization (28) was proposed for 
improving the discretization procedure for simulating continuous 
white noise processes on the digital computer. Extensive Monte Carlo 
testing on a second-order system indicated that the standard method 
developed earlier was both superior in accuracy and the most ef-
ficient for implementation purposes. This efficient discretization 
procedure forms the basis for the subsequent Monte Carlo validation 
of the computer software package developed in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DIRECT COVARIANCE ALGORITHM 
FOR LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS 
This chapter deals with the large-scale implementation of the 
direct covariance algorithm derived in the Chapter I and extended in 
Chapter II. A method for obtaining the exact solution for large-
scale linear ~ystems is presented, and the problems in implementing 
this solution for large-scale nonlinear_ systems are identified. The 
basic computer software package is developed with a particular 
emphasis on its application to large-scale missile systems. Initial 
numerical results are shown for applying the basic software package 
to a thirty.first order math model of a six degree.of-freedom air 
defense missile system. 
Exact Solutions for Large-
Scale Linear Systems 
The direct covariance algorithm derived in Chapter I is repeated 
here for convenience as 
(l.10) 




a1n· · .ann 
(3.1) 
Si nee P (t) is a.. symmetric matrix, i . e. p. . = p .. , the number of com-
1 J Jl 
ponent differential equations in (3, 1} is n(n+l }/2, where n is the 
system order. 
Equation (3.1} can be solved exactly for constant A and B 
matrices. Rewriting (3.1) in the vector form yields 
.e_(t) = A" ,e..(t} + r 
where 
p11 Ct) 
.e.~tl = p12 Ct) 
(3.2) 
and A" and !.. are functions of the components of A, B, and ,Qw in (3.1). 
The solution of the linear vector differential equation in (3.2) may 
be written as 
_e_(t) = eA"(t-to}.e_(to) + {t eA"(t--r\: d-r (3,3) 
0 
where eA,..(t-to) is the state transition matrix associated with .e_(t) in 




Equation (2.191 may be expressed in vector""'11latrix form by identi-
fying 




Therefore, (3.ll becomes 
. 
~121 + ( P11 P12) I O -21 P,i I O 11 tll P12l . 
=.-2 ..J P12 P12 P22 P22 P12 P22 . l -3 
+ (~ l (1) (0 1) 
Corresponding to (3. 2), (3.5) may be written as 
. 0 2 0 0 P11 P11 
. 
P12 = -2 -3 l P12 + 0 
P22 0 -4 -6 P22. 1 
Using (3.3), the solut.ion to (3.6) for P(O) = O is 
l l -2t 2 -3t 1 -4t 
rr-2e +3e -4e 
.e_(t) = 1 -2t -3t l -4t 2 e -e + 2 e 
l _ le-2t + 4 e-3t _ e-4t 




Note that eA~(t-to) has n2(n+l) 2/4 elements for an nth order sys-
tern, which expands the computer storage requirements considerably 
beyond that required by using the matrix equation in (1 .10) to solve 
for P(t) by numerical integration. For example, if n = 31, then P(t) 
may be obtained from (1.10) by solving 496 equations, whereas 
eA~(t-to) would require nearly one-quarter of a million state 
transition matrix element evaluations. Moreover, if A and Bare not 
constant in time, then the determination of the exact solution of 
P(t) in (3.2) is generally not possible. Since some components of 
A(t) and B(t) are always functions of time for nonlinear systems, the 
use of a suitable numerical integration formula, such as the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm, is recorrunended for determining P(t) 
from (1.10) in general nonlinear cases. 
The Basic Software Package 
The considerations that were made during the development of the 
software package included obtaining accurate results while using a 
minimum amount of computer time, satisfying equipment requirements, 
such as computer storage, and determining the range of applicability 
for the direct algorithm on nonlinear systems. 
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The covariance matrix equation (1 .10) was integrated along the 
nominal trajectory by using an integration step size for the covariance 
equations initially as half that of the system equations. The coef-
ficient matrix A(t) for the system equations is a sparse matrix in many 
applications. For any large-scale system the coefficient matrix 
elements may be categorized as either zero, non-zero constants, non-
linear functions of the nominal states, or implicitly related to the 
nominal states. For example, the thirty-first order missile system 
considered here had 792 zero coefficient matrix elements, which were 
neglected during program computations. In addition, constant elements 
were defined in the beginning of the program and left unchanged 
thereafter. The coefficient matrix was computed at each integration 
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interval along with the nominal solution to yield a considerable 
savings in computer storage over the method of storing the A(t) matrix 
for all time t. Thus, each nonlinear element of A(t) was updated 
during each interval. Finally, those coefficient matrix elements which 
are related to certain state variables only implicitly, i.e. the 
functional relationship is available only via complicated computer 
programmed statements, were computed numerically at each interval. 
Additional details will be provided following the description of the 
large-scale application in the next section. 
The application of the direct covariance algorithm to the thirty-
first order nonlinear missile system yielded only approximate results 
because the accuracy of the direct covariance algorithm for nonlinear 
systems depends entirely upon the relative accuracy of the linearizing 
approximation for incremental variations about the noise-free solution. 
The error in the direct covariance results increases as the nonlinear 
terms in the exact incremental equation become more significant. The 
time-varying coefficient matrix prohibits the use of the state transi-
tion matrix equations. Thus, an accurate numerical integration tech-
nique was needed to integrate the n(n+l)/2 equations for the symmetri-
cal covariance matrix. 
The basic approach in the development of the software package is 
shown in Figure 4 in t~e form of a flow chart. The Fortran listing 
of this computer software package applied to a thirty-first order math 
model of a six degree-of-freedom air defense missile system is given 
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Figure 4. Flow Chart for the Development of the 
Computer Software Package 
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Description of the Missile System Application 
The large-scale system investigated here is a thirty-first order 
math model of a six degree-of-freedom air defense missile system. The 
autopilot subprogram in fifteenth-order, the airframe subprogram which 
includes the missile rotational variables, the translational equations 
of motion, and launcher dynamics is twelfth-order, and the actuator 
subprogram is fourth-order. The block diagram for the thir:ty-first 
order missile system in shown in Figure 5 with details of the autopilot 
and actuator in Figure 6. The target routine shown in the figure cal-
culates the target-to-missile relative position and speed and generates 
line of sight signals. 
Table I identifies all states of the missile system and assigns 
a specific number to each state. For example, the missile altitude z 
is defined as the twenty-first state and occurs in the airframe 
subprogram. Table II provides the complete categorization of all 
elements of A(t) as either zero, indicated by blank entries, constant 
values (C),nonlinear functions of the nominal trajectory (NL), or 
numerically computed (NC). The number and per cent contained in each 
category are summarized in Table III. 
Numerical Results 
This section deals with the description of the method used for 
numerically calculating the A(t) coefficient matrix elements. Later 
in the section a detailed description of the input noise to the large-
scale system is given. Finally, the numerical results obtained by 
applying the direct covariance algorithm to the thirty-first order 
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DEFINITION OF THE MISSILE SYSTEM STATE VARIABLES 
Subprogram Description of State Iden- State Iden-
State Variables tification ti fi cation 
Name 
I. Autopilot Guidance· Pitch ZPl 1 
Filter ZP2 2 
ZP3 3 
Guidance Yaw ZYl 4 
Filter ZY2 5 
ZY3 6 
Roll Compen.sa- ZRl 7 
tion ZR2 8 
BPHIS 9 
Pitch Integra- ZPil 10 
tor ZPI2 11 
EODCR 12 
Yaw Integra- ZYil · 13 
tor ZYI2 14 
EVN CR 15 
I I. Airframe State Variables UE 16 
for Evaluating VE 17 
the Transla- WE 18 
tional Equa- x 19 
tions of Missile y 20 
Motion! z 21 
Mi SS i1 e Rota- PB 22 
tional Variables QB 23 
RB 24 
Euler Angles THETA 25 
PHI 26 
PSI 27 
III. Actuator Vane Module VV(l) 28 
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TABLE II 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR THE MISSILE SYSTEM 
10 11 12 11 14 15 16 17 lR 11 20 ?l 22 2~ 24 2S 2G 27 28 28 ,o 11 
c c c 
c 
NL NL NL 
c c c c 
c 
c c c r. 
c c c c 
c 
r, c c c 
NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC: NC 
NC NC MC NC NC' NC* r,,c• NC NC MC NC MC NC "IC 




NC NC NC nc "IC NC NC Nr ~·r 
"" 
NC MC 
NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC 
"NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC NC 
NL NL NL 
c NL NL NL NL 
NL NL NL NL 
' 
NL NL NL NL NL NL 
NL NL NL NL NL NL 
NL NL NL NL NL NL 
NL NL NL NL NL NL 
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TABLE III 
CATEGORIZATION OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX ELEMENTS 
Categorization Number Percentage 
Zero 792 82.4% 
Elements 
Constant 52 5.4% 
Elements 
Nonlinear 38 4.0% 
Elements 
Implicitly 79 8.2% 
Related 
Elements 
Total 961 100.0% 
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system are compared with 25 Monte Carlo runs. 
Only those elements of the A(t) coefficient matrix which are 
implicitly related to certain variables are computed numerically. For 
the thirty-first order math model of the six degree-of-freedom air 
defense missile system, the numerically computed elements are denoted 
in· Table III by NC. The state identification of these state variables 
is given in Table I. The elements labelled NC* in Table III are com-
puted to modify the derivatives when launcher dynamics of the missile 
system are in effect and are equated to zero after the second lug 
leaves the launcher. Numerically, the partial derivatives for A(t) in 
(2.6) are given by 
A(t) = (3.8) 
where the notation 6x represents small perturbations about the nominal 
flight path ~(t). These perturbations have small lower limits when 
P(t) is very near zero, but 6x is increased by adding one-tenth of the 
standard deviation of the particular state under consideration when 
P{t) is set near zero. Therefore, the numerically computed elements 
of A{t) result in an adaptive feature for the direct covariance algo-
rithm. 
The large number of sequential calculations for the noise propa-
gation equations results in numerical problems whi'ch can be handled 
most effectively by using double-precision throughout. To avoid these 
time consuming operations, the elements in a particular column of 
P{t) were set to zero whenever the corresponding diagonal element was 
below 10-10 . Since this limiting value was chosen arbitrarily,_ad-
ditional work is needed to remove this arbitrariness. 
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For the noise propagation studies, the noise was introduced at 
four places in the missile system. The first two places are shown in 
Figure 6, and the other two white noise inputs were added to the 
seeker subprogram of the missile system. These latter two noise 
inputs involved perturbing the line-of-sight signals ~LOS (BEPSZ) and 
eLOS(BEPSY) generated by the target subporgram as shown in Figure 5. 
These noise signals were passed through the dead-zone as shown in 
Figure 7. Two subprograms which were developed to obtain the variance 
of noise after passing it through the dead-zone are included in 
Appendix Bas Subroutines SNOISE AND DETARA. These subprograms utilize 
the three cases depicted in Figure 8 in which the nominal values of 
BEPSZ or BEPSY lie below -TMPl, between -TMPl and -TMPl, or above 
+TMPl. The density functions of EZ and EY are each composed of three 
impulses at SKSP or SKSY, zero, and -SKSP or -SKSY. The weighting on 
each of these impulses is determined by the area of the Gaussian 
input signals lying within the different ranges of the dead-zone 
nonlinearity as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The calculation of this area 
is performed in Subroutine DETARA. It should be emphasized that the 
dead-zone is a very harsh nonlinearity, which can result in a severe 
test in applying the direct covariance algorithm. However, the seeker 
noise was injected at this point in the system because such noise dis-
turbances do occur in the actual missile system. 
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the results obtained from the 
computer software package using the direct covariance algorithm and 
twenty-five Monte Carlo ensemble-averaged runs for that portion of the 
mi ssi 1 e flight between one and two seconds. This part of the flight 































Figure 8, The Effects. of the Dead..,,Zone Nonlinearity 
on Seeker Noise Inputs 
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25 Monte Carlo Runs 





















Figure 9. Comparisons of the Results Obtained from the 




nonlinear characteristics of the launcher and the equally harsh non-
linear conditions as the missile approaches the target. The input 
noise variances for FLl and FL2 were both 0.25 degrees2 with seeker 
noise variances of (0.15 degrees) 2. _Th~se seeker noise characteristics 
were selected to conform with those used ea·rl ier in a terminal homing 
simulation on the hybrid computer at· the U. s. Army Missile Conmand. 
All noise disturbances were first injected at one second into the 
missile fli~ht, which meant that all states had a zero variance at 
that ini'j:ial time of noise injection. Figure 9 shows that the Monte 
Carlo results rose very rapidly within one-tenth of a second after 
the noise was first injected into the missile program. On the other 
hand, the software package using the direct covariance algorithm 
yielded a steady logarithmic rate of increase. The differences in 
these two curves indicates that the missile system under consideration 
is operating in a highly nonlinear region for which the direct co-
variance algorithm gives unacceptable results. Further work is needed 
to pinpoint those regions of operation for which the software package 
can be applied directly and those regions in which the Monte Carlo 
technique and the covari~nce software package may be combined to yield 
satisfactory resul~s. 
Sunmary 
The development of the b~sic computer software package for the 
direct covariance algorithm was described in this chapter. Its appli-
cation to a thirty-first order six deg·ree-of-freedom air defense 
missile system demonstrated that there are highly nonlinear regions in 
which the software -package results are not in close agreement with 
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Monte Carlo results. Nevertheless, there is a need to consider trade-
off possibilities to obtain greater efficiency for large~scale 
nonlinear systems operating in mildly nonlinear regions. 
CHAPTER IV 
ENGINEERING TRADEOFF STUDIES FOR THE 
DIRECT COVARIANCE ALGORITHM 
Engineering tradeoffs are investigated in this chapter to improve 
the computational efficiency of the digital computer software package 
developed in Chapter III. Following a general discussion of the trade-
off philosophy, numerical comparisons on the large-scale missile sys-
tem are made between accuracy and computational speed. The problems 
of computer storage and program complexity are then considered with 
regard to the use of an automatic sensitivity program for computing 
A(t) at each integration interval. · Therefore, the final form of the 
computer software package is obtained by utilizing these indi.,. 
cated engineering tradeoffs to yield a computationally efficient 
program for the,direct covariance algorithm. 
Tradeoff Considerations 
The considerations that ~ust be made during tradeoff studies 
are closely related to the criteria for comparison purposes presented 
in Chapter L ·Since the information provided and the extension ~os-
sibilities are fixed by selecting the direct covariance approach, only 
the remaining criteria of accuracy, computational speed, computer 
storage, and program complexity may be used for tradeoff possibilities. 
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Accuracy 
Accuracy plays a major role in achieving computational efficiency, 
since it has an inverse relationship with the computational speed. For 
example, trading accuracy for computational speed by changing the inte-
gration methc;>d from the fourth-order Runge-Kutta formula (RK4) to the 
second-order Runge-Kutta fonnula (RK2) may reduce the computation 
time considerably for large-scale systems. In any simulation problem 
the minimum acceptable accuracy level limits the maximum integration 
step size that may be chosen. Tradeoffs for the large-scale system 
are also influenced by the fact that direct covariance technique gives 
exact results for linear systems while the errors in the results of 
nonlinear systems depend on the amount of nonlinearity and the input 
noise level. In addition to the choice of integration method and the 
selection of the step size, the frequency at which the coefficient 
matrix is updated affects the algorithm accuracy. 
Computational Speed 
Tradeoffs may be used to minimize the computer time needed for 
the large-scale simulation and the application of the direct covari-
ance algorithm. For the developed software package, the integration 
time needed for the covariance matrix equations may be reduced by 
nearly one-half by changing the integration method from RK4 to RK2, as 
mentioned earlier. A savings in computer time is also obtained by 
categorizing the coefficient matrix elements as zero., constants, 
nonlinear, and implicitly related to the state variables. Since the 
A(t) matrix is usually a sparse matrix, many coefficient elements are 
zero and thus neglecting them entirely during the calculations 
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reduces the computer time considerably. Table III summarizes this 
categorization for the thirty-first order missile system described in 
Chapter III. Finally, further reductions in computational time may be 
achieved by calculating the A(t} coefficient matrix elements after 
every few integration intervals instead of every integration interval. 
Computer Storage 
The computer storage needed for applying the software package to 
the large-scale system can also be reduced by tradeoff. The general 
implementation of the direct covariance algorithm for large-scale 
systems requires a much higher computer storage as compared to a par-
ticular implementation. For an nth-order system, storing the large 
A(.t) and B(t} matrices requires a large amount of computer storage. 
This may be reduced by deleting the zero elements and either con-
verting these matrices into smaller matrices or to vector form. How-
ever, this procedure would tend to increase the complexity of the 
computer software package. 
Program Comp 1 ex ity 
The program complexity is another measure of an efficient computer 
software package. The general implementation of the direct covariance 
algorithm may reduce the program complexity to a minimum, whereas a 
particular implementation makes it quite complex. The complexity 
also increases, as noted above, by converting A(t} and B(t) in smaller 
matrices or vector form. Thus, a balance must be reached by trading 
accuracy, computational time, computer storage, and program complexity 
to provide a computationally efficient final software package. 
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Accuracy Versus Computational Speed 
In the last section on tradeoff considerations it was mentioned 
that accuracy and computational speed are inversely related. Tradeoff 
studies were made between accuracy and computational time for the 
thirty-first order missile system, and the results are given in 
Table IV. The accuracy level was varied by using different integra-
tion methods (RK4 and RK2) and by changing the integration step size 
for obtaining the covariance matrix elements. The nominal solution 
was run at an integration step of 0.0025 seconds. The accuracy data 
provided in Table IV refers to the flight segment between one and two 
seconds into the missile flight, but the computational time is for the 
entire 10,000 ft. flight of approximately 12.8 seconds duration. The 
table entry denoted as RK2(a) refers to the application of the second-
order Runge-Kutta formula on the basic system as given in Appendix B. 
However, RK2(b) utilized an added program feature in which the random-
ness of TMPl in the seeker program is considered. The conclusion from 
Table IV is that RK2(b) represents an acceptable tradeoff between ac-
curacy and computational time. 
Computer Storage and Program Complexity 
The computer storage utilized for RK2(b) was approximately 28K 
words, including the nominal solution program. The direct covariance 
algorithm had been programmed almost as efficiently as possible to 
require minimum core storage. The computer storage could be reduced 
further only by deleting zero elements of the A(t) matrix to convert 
it to a smaller matrix or to vector form. The program complexity 
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Therefore, the program given in Appendix B represents a suitable 
tradeoff between computer storage and complexity as well as between 
accuracy and computational time. Finally, the use of an automatic 
sensitivity program for evaluating all elements of A(t) at each inte-
gration interval would increase the computational time well beyond 
an hour for the missile system under consideration. While such a 
program innovation would provide the user with a rough estimate of 
the software package accuracy in the presence of power-law nonlineari-
ties, its utilization is ineffective for the given missile system 
with dead-zone nonlinearities. In addition, both program complexity 
and computer storage requirements would be unacceptable for this type 
of large-scale application. 
SUfll11ary 
Tradeoffs between accuracy, computational speed, computer storage, 
and program complexity were investigated to yield a more computa-
tionally efficient software package. The result was a somewhat less 
accurate, but faster, application of the direct covariance algorithm 
for large-scale systems. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
In this research the direct covariance algorithm has been used to 
develop and implement a computer software package for noise propaga-
tion studies in large-scale systems. The Monte Carlo technique has 
been used to yield results for comparison with the results obtained 
by the covariance technique. Two methods were proposed to improve 
the discretization of continuous white noise used in the Monte Carlo 
simulation. It has been shown that the standard method is superior 
to the other methods considered both in accuracy and efficiency. 
Forlarge~scale systems it was shown that the state transition 
method was unreasonable to use because of the large number of calcula-
tions needed. Therefore, the resultin~ development of a computer 
software package for the direct covariance algorithm was based on using 
a Runge-Kutta integration formula for the propagation equations. This 
software package was applied to a thirty-first order math model of a 
six degree-of-freedom air defense missile system. Comparisons made 
with 25 Monte Carlo simulation. runs indicated that the missile system 
was operating in a highly nonlinear region due primarily to dead-zone 
nonlinearities in the seeker subprogram. 
Engineering tradeoffs were perfonned on the software package be-
tween accuracy, computational speed, computer storage, and program 
complexity. It was shown that the RK2 method with a step size equal 
to half that used in evaluating the nominal trajectory yielded an 
acceptable accuracy while reducing considerably the associated com-
putational time .. The end result is a computationally efficient com-
puter software package for handling noise propagation problems in 
large-scale missile systems operating in mildly nonlinear regions. 
Recommendations for Further Work 
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The areas recomnended for the future research include the expan-
sion of the basic software package for higher-order systems and further 
investigations of simplifying approximations and computer storage 
requirements. 
The computer software package developed in this research may be 
expanded to handle higher.order large-scale missile systems. Further 
work is needed to handle the program in double-precision and for de-
termining the best way to handle the regions of harsh nonlinear opera-
tions. 
Simplifying approximations for large-scale systems should be ex-
amined in more detail. Further work is also needed to examine computer 
storage requirements for large-scale systems. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE STANDARD METHOD 
OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
The program for the Monte Carlo technique using the standard 
method has been included in this Appendix. A second·order system was 
used to obtain Monte Carlo results for 25, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 
1000 runs for comparing the results with other methods as discussed 
in Chapter II. 
Statements 35 through 46 were used to generate zero"111ean, unity-
variance, Gaussianly distributed random numbers. Subsequent instruc-
tions were used for the calculation of the output variance and the 
percentage error on the output variance. The Runge-Kutta second-
























































D IHENS !ON XE ( 2), XS( 21, XHOC 2 J, XM U 21, SC 10) ,SOU lOJ ,OH ClOJ, XEMU 01 
T=O• 
H : 0 0 05 
MS=2 
11 = 0 
NTOT AL"' 100 
HTOTzNTOTAl/10 
· DO 31 Nal,HTOT 






SIG= SQRH lo/HJ 
00 82 l=l ,40 
lfCI.EQ.11 GO TO 81 
IfCI.EQ.2J GO TO 81 
lfCI.EQ.4) GO TO 81 
lf11.EQ.8) GO TO 81 
IfCl.EQ.201GO TO 81 
IFCI.EQ.401GO TO 81 
GO TO 82 
NUH"" 25*1 
XNUM • NUH 
XNUMl = XNUM*XNUM 
XNJM2 = XNUH - l oO 
XhUH3 = X~UM/XNUM2 
JJ=ll+l 
00 32 M:sJJ, NUH 
XE( UzO. 
XEC21=0. 
CO 42 N=l ,MTOT 
00 52 .L=l,10 
1Y=l9971*1X 
lYP=lY/1048576 







l:SQRT (-2.D*AlOG(OUM) l*SIG 
XNORM .. z•cOS(6.28318*Ul+XHEAN 
OUH=U 
CALL XEQNCXE,XMO,XNORM) 
DO 23 K=l,HS 
XSCK)=XE(KJ+H*XMO(KI 
CALL XEQNCXS,XHl,XNORHI 
DU 24 K=l,MS 
XE(KJzXECKl+0.5*H*CXHO(Kl+XMl&KI) 
CONTINUE 












































XEMI NJ = XE M( NJ + XE ( U 
~LINT INU E 
CONTINUE 
WRITE I 6, 84J NUM 
FORMATHX,// 1 NO. Of RUNS= 1 1 151 
iiiRITE(6,151 
wRITEl6,831 
FORMAT I Tl 1 1 1 T IHE 1 1 T 25, 1 S ( NA J 1 , T 38, 'SOUN A) 1 , T53, 1 0 If( NA I 1 , T68, 
1 1 lCfH(NA I' I 
Ou 62 NA.,1,HTOT 
XNA=NA 
T=H*XNA*lO. 
SGI.. (NA I =0.08333333333-0o 5*EXP(-2. O*TI +O. 6666b66667*E XP(-3. O* TJ 
l-0.25*EXPl-4.0*TI 
XEH(NAJ = XEH(NAl*XEM(NAl/(XNUM*XNUMI 
XEH INAI = XEHINAl*XNUH3 
SINAI = SINAJ/XNUM2- XEHINAI 
Olf(NAI = 100.0*(S(NAJ-SOllNAII/SOllNAI 
Wk1TEl6,7JT,SINAl,SOl(NAl,UlflNAl,XEH(NAJ 
fORMATI 10X,F5.2 ,4Fl5.61 
COIH INUE 
IIIIRITElt> ,151 
FOR HA Tl II I 
SS l =O. 
OL 97 NA=l I MT OT 
SSl=SSl+A6S(Olf(NAIJ 
SINAJ = (S(NA)+XEH(NAJJ*XNUH2 
XEH(NAI = SQRT(XEM(NAJ/XNUH31*XNUH 
CONTINUE 
Sl=SSl•O.l 
INRI TE ( o, 941 Sl 













THE COMPUTER SOFTWARE PACKAGE APPLIED TO 
THE LARGE-SCALE MISSILE SYSTEM 
This appendix includes the implemented computer software package 
on the thirty-first order math model of a six degree-of-freedom air 
defense missile system. In addition to the modification of the origi-
nal program, the six subprograms which have been implemented are 
COEFF, COVAR, RUNGKP, MDERIV, SNOISE, and DETARA. 
The main program initializes all the coefficient matrix elements, 
covariance matrix elements, and other variables used in the program. 
The SYSINT subprogram updates the nonlinear tenns of the coefficient 
matrix, enters Subprogram COEFF to evaluate the coefficients for the 
implicitly related variables, and calls the COVAR subprogram where the 
covariance differential equations are calculated. These equations 
are then integrated by entering RUNGKP from SYSINT. The Subprograms 
SNOISE and DETARA are used to calculate the variance of the noise 











Tt:RHINAL 1101'4lNG - Ai.L OlGI TAL SIMULATl ON 
••• 
*** SLANK COMMON HOUSES AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ANO DERIIIATIIIES IN 







C *** COMMON BLOCK /TIMES COUAINS CURRENT THIE, STEP LENGTH AND OTHER 










DLU8LE PRECISION T,DT 
*** COMMON SLcx;.K ICNTRL/ CONT Al NS CARO INPUT OAT A WHIC.li CONTROLS 
••• PROGRAM SELECTION {MODULE TeST OR SYSTEM RUN) AND MODULE TEST 
*** DATA(WHEN MODE•2) 
COMMON /CNTRL/MUOE, MDLSl4),IV,OATAMl Ua,41 
22 
23 
C *** COMMON 8LOCK /AUTOP/ CONTAINS INTfGRATION VARIABLES, DERIVATIVES 









COMMUN /AUTOP/NA ,VA( 15) ,OIIAU5) ,ovn) 
c 
C *** COMMON liLUCK /SEeKR/ CONTAINS INTEGRATiON 1/AklASLES, DERIVATIVES 
C *** Ai'40 INTERMEDIATE VARIASLES REQUIRED SY TNE AUTOPILCT MODULE 





C *** CO.HMON liLUCK /VANES/ CCNTAINS INTEGRATION VARIABLES ANO DERIVATIVES 
























COMMON /IIANES/NV,1111(41 ,DIIV(4),DEL(3) 
c 
C *** COMMON BLOCK /ROTATE/ CONTAINS ROTATIONAL VARIABLES ANO OERIIIAJlVES 
C *** USE:O IN THE Ml SSI LE MODULE 
c 
c 
COMMON I ROT AT El NR, PB, QB,RB, THETA, PH 1, PS l, OP B ,OQB,DRB ,OTHA ,DPHI 
1,DP S.l ,SNTHA ,CSTHA ,SNPHl ,CSPHI, SNPSI ,CSPS I ,WP ,W1,1,WR, BTH.ET A, BPH, BPS 
C *** CCMMON BLOCK /STAT EV/ CONTAINS TRANSLATIONAL VARIABLES ANO 




C *** CCHMON BLQCK /AOOV/ CONTAINS ADDITIONAL VARIABLES DERIVED FROM 
C *** THE STATE IINTEGRATION) VARIABLES 
c 
COHMON I AOOV/ ALFAP, ALFA, 8ETA, XMN ,CSPHIP, SNPtil P,QUE ,VSS ,RHO 
c 
C *** COMMON SLOCK /COEFS/ CONTAINS THE THRUST AND AEROY ~AMlC 




C *** COMMON BLOCK CONTAINS AIKfri.AME CUNSTANTS GOVERNING AERODYNAMIC 


























COMMON /MSINCG/ SI, ilO ,.Wf, XI XO, Xl YO ,RLCGO ,kOCGO ,RDCGP, XM, XIX, X IY, 
lRLCG,ROCG 
C *** COMMON 8LOCK /FCEMOM/ CONTAINS THE AERODYNAMIC FCRCES, MOMENTS, 








*** COMMON t!LCX..K /INCEPT/ CONTAINS TARGET POSIT ION ANO VELOCITY, 
*** TAKGET-MISSILE INTE~CEPT SPEED ANU RANGE ANO INPUTS TO THE SEEKER 


































c *** c 
*** c 
c 
COMMON 8LOCK /TRANSF/ CUNTAINS MATRICES fOR CONVERSION FROM 
VARIOUS COORDINATE SYSTEMS TO OTHERS 
COMMON ITRANSf/ 8CS.ECS ( 3, 31, ECS 13CS ( 3, 3 J, BCSGCS( 3, 31 ,ECSGC S( 3, 31 
C *** CCHHON 8LUCK CONTAINS UTILITY VALUES SUCH AS GRAVITY ACC. Al'\O 




tiMHON /VMG/ H,MS 
UiHMON /8LOCK1/P( 31, 3U ,DP( H ,3 ll 
COMMON /8LOCK2/ Al'3l,3l>,KIK,KOUNT,KICK,KAT,82( 2) ,K.400 
COMMON I BLOCK7/KK3,THRP,TIMP 
COMMON /BLOCK8/KK1,KK5,VP 
COMMON / 8LOCK9/ C2 (&4, 3U ,KOK 
COMMO~ IBL1K2/ AV0(4l ,dVU(4J 
COMMON /SNSE/ AREAl31) 
COMMON I AUTOK/ W'-JG,CQG,TAUl,TAU¥,TAUL,G¥l,RAl,RB2,WPl,OPl,RKl, 
lPYAKl,PY8Kl,PYIKl,WQ1,uQl,PYL1M,RLIH,GBIAS,QBIAS,RBIAS 
CCMMON /VANEK /VGAIN,VLIM,VRLIM 
OIHE~SlON LBL(lOl 
C *** RtAO THRUST ANO AtROOYNAMlC TABLES FROM CAKUS 
c 
KOUNT = 0 
KICK= 20 
KlK = l 
KOi\ = 0 
K400 = 0 
























































1(1(5 = 0 
V·P = 1.0 
B.212 I .:o l eO 
82( U = 1.0 
TMVEL = -0.10 
TMRNGE: 10000.1 
00 88 J=l,4 
AVD( lJ = O.O 
ea a.vu u > .. o.o 
00 l I=l,84 
00 l K=l,31 
l C.2ll,KI = O.O 
DO 29 l=l,HS 
00 29 K=l,HS 
A2l 1 ,Kl = O. 
OP( 1,K) = O. 
29 P U ,Kl =O • 
c 
TMP 1 = llliWl* WQl 
THP2 = 2e*O.;l*WQ1 
THP3 = PYAKl*PY8Kl 
THP4 = PYAKl+PY8Kl 
THl'5 = .w(.IG*WWG 
TMP6 = 2.*0~G*WQG 
TMP7 = PY1Kl*WQl*WQl/TMP3 
C. *** CONSTANT t A' HAT RIX ELEMENTS 
c 
A2tl,1) = -3.*TAUZ 
A2ll,21 = TAl,IZ*AZU ,11 
A 2l 1, 31 =-TAUZ*TAUl* TAUZ 
A.2l2,l! .. 1. 
A2l3,21 "' l. 
A2t4,41 .. -3.*TAUY 
A2l4,5 I = TAUY*A2l4,4) 
A2t 4.,61 = -TAUY*TAUY*TAUY 
A2( 5, 41 = le 
A2 l 6 ,5 I = l. 
AZ( 7,7> = -2.*0Pl*llliPl 
A.2(7,81 = -WPl*WPl 
A2l7,261 = -A2l7,81*RTD 
A2l8,7) = 1. 
A2l10,21 = -TMP7 
A2(10,3J = -THP7*TAUL 
A2l 10, !») = TMP 1 
AiU0,61 = -A2U0,3i 
AZ(l0,1-0) =-TMP2 
A2l 10, lU = -TMP 1 
A2l10,2Jl•RTU*TMP7 
A2(10,241 =-A2ll0,23) 
AZ( 11,10) = 1. 
A2(12, 21 .. A21LO, 21 
A2l 12, 31 A2l 10, 31 
A211Z, 5) A2ll0, ~J 
A2l12, 61 = A.2(10, 61 
57 
lo3 A2U2 1 101 = TMP4+A2'10,10l 
l6't A2( 12,111 = TMP3+A2(10,11J 
165 A2( 12,231 A2( 10, 231 
166 A2ll2,241 A2(10,24l 
lb7 A2i U,21 = -TMP7 
168 A2(ll,3l = -TMP7*TAUL 
169 A2(13,5l = ~TMP7 
170 A2(13,6J = A2(13,31 
171 A2(13,131 -TMP2 
172 A2( 13,141 = ~TMPl 
173 A2(ll,231: A2(12,231 
174 A2(13,2'tJ ;:: A2'13,231 
175 A2ll't,llJ lo 
176 A,2(1!>, 21 A2Ul, 21 
177 A2( 15, 31 ., A2( 13, 31 
178 A2115, 51 A.2'13, 51 
1 79 A2(15, 6J A2 U3, o l 
180 A2(15 1 13l TMP4+A2(13,131 
181 A2( 15, 141: TMP3+A2( 13,141 
182 A2115,231 A2(13,23l 
1113 A2( 15,24) A21 l3,24l 
1114 A2(19,16J =l.O 
1115 A2(20,17l =l.O 
186 A~21,18J •loO 
187 A2(26,22J = 1.0 
188 READ(5,62J(AREA(ll,1=1,30l 
189 AREA(.Hl = O.O 
190 lliRITE (6 ,9001 
191 KNTl = 1 
192 KNT2 = 3 
193 IL= 1 
194 30 READ ( 5,9101 I,J,K,(CXDYOl(ll,L=KNTl,KNT2l,LIIL 
195 IF I I.E..io999lGO TO 40 . 
l9b i<RITE (b ,9201 Lal 
197 KNTl = KNJ2+1 
19& L • KNT2/3 
199 IADU(Ll = IL 
200 KNT2 = KNT2+3 
201 If (J.Et.loOIJ=l 
202 IF (K.EQoOIK=l 
203 lu • I*J*K+lL-1 
204 READ ( 5,9301 (AERO(LJ,L=IL,IUI 
205 ll = IU+l 
206 GO TO 30 
207 40 CONTINUE 
208 111P a Pb*RTO 
209 llif.l = QS*R TU 
210 wR = Rli*RTD 
211 C 
212 C *** CALL INlTIA TO INITlALllE THE PROGRAM ANO READ RUN DATA 
213 C 
214 CALL INITIA 
215 C 













FORMAT l 10F8.6J 
FORMAT (lHl, sox,•T-H AERODYNAMIC TABLES•> 




l SUBROUTINE INITlA 
2 C ••• 
3 C THI~ ROUTINE READS VARIOUS RUN DATA FROM CARDS ANO INITIALiltS 
4 C THE REHAll'ilER Of THE PROGRAM 
5 C ••• 
6 COMMON /CNTRLlHOOE,MCLS(4J, 111,DATAHllo,4) 
1 COMMON /TlMES/T,OT,TBO,TSTOP,IPR,J ,LAUNCH 
8 COMMUN /STATEII/NT,uE,VE,wE,X,V,L 
9 COMMON /ROTATE/NR,P~,W~,RB,THETA,PHl,PSI 
10 CUMMON /INCEPT/UT( 31 ,XH 3J 
11 COMMON /GEOHK/S,D,XTCG,VTCb,ZTCG,RLl,RL2,WUE,wVE,wwE 
12 DOUBLE PRECISION T,OT 
13 CALL IN THRC 
14 CALL INTRAN 
15 CALL INAUPT 
lo READ ( 5,900) MODE,MOLS,IV,IT,ITCG,IRAIL,IWIND 
11 bO TUl.i!O ,30), MOOE 
18 20 Rt:AD( 5,930) lOATAH(J,ll ,J=l,H,J ,(0ATAHlJ,2J 1 J=l,4J 
19 READ ( 5,940)1H,TSTOP,IPR 
20 lf(l\/oNE.O)REAO( 5o910JUE,VE,WE,X ,V,l,PB,Qb,RB,THETA,PHl,PSI 
21 If llT.NE.OJREAOI 5,910JUT,XT 
22 IF( ITCG.NE.OJREACJ( 5, 910UTCG, VTCG,Z TCG 
23 IFIIRAIL.Nf.OIREAD( 5,910)RLl,RL2 
24 IFI IWINO.N.E .OJ READ( 5,9101 WUE ,wl/E ,WWE 
25 RETURN 
26 30 UC 40 l=l,4 
21 IF (MLJLS(lJ.E,.i.OIGO TO 40 
28 READ( 5,920) DAT AM( 1, l) 
29 RUO( 5,9101 lOATM11J,l) ,J=l,loJ 
30 40 CONTINUE 
31 RtTURN 
32 900 FOR HA Tl 161 jJ 
33 910 FORHAT(8fl0o0l 
34 920 FORMAT(F20.0l 
35 930 fORHATl20A4J 
36 940 FORMATl2flO.O,UOl 
31 ENJ 
59 
l SU6ROUTl~E SYSINT 
2 C ** 
3 C HtlS kOUTINE INTEGkATES ALL EI.IUATIONS OVER l TIME STEP 
4 C *** 5 COMMON /TlMES/T,OT,TSO,TSTOP,lPR,J ,LAUNCH 
b COMMON /STATEV/NT,VTl6J,OVTl6J 
7 COMMON /RGTATE/NR,VR{6),0VR{6l,SNTHA,CSTHA,SNPHl,CSPHI,SNPSI,CSPSI 
B l,WP,WQ,WR,tiTHETA,BPH,BPS 
9 CCHHON /SEEKR/ NS,VSl2J,DVSl2J,USY(8J 
10 COMMUN /AUTOP/NA,VAll5J,OVA(l5J,OVA0(71 
ll CuNMON /VANES/NV,VVl4),DIIVl4J,uELl3l 
12 COMMON /HSINCG/Sl,WO,Wf,XIXO,XIYO,RLCGO,ROCGO,ROCGP,XM,XIX,XIY 
13 1,RLC~,RLJCG 
14 COHHiJN /VANEK /VGAIN,VUM,VRLlM 
15 COMMUN I AU TOK/ WQG ,OQG, T AUl, T AUY, TAUL, GYl ,RA1,RB2 ,wP 1,0P 1,Rt<.l, 
16 lP~AKl,PYBKl,PYIKl,WQl,OQl,PYLIM,RLIM,GBIAS,QBIAS,RBIAS 
17 COMMON /VMG/ H,MS 
18 CGMMUN /BLOCK1/P(31,3ll,OP(31,3ll 
19 COMMON /BLOCK2/ A2l31,31l,KIK,KOUNT,KICK,KAT,B2l21 ,K400 
20 UMMUN /BLUCK't/ VV5(4l,ULTC(4J 
21 CCMMGN /BLOKl/OTH . 
22 CUMMUN /BLIKl/BPHlSM 
2J COMMON /BLIK2/ AVO('tJ,BV0(4J 
24 ~DUBLE PRECISION T,OT, HALFOT 
25 DIMENSION I.IT( 121,QRl 12J ,wAI 30J ,1.1Vl8l 
2b DU 40 KUT= 1,4 
27 KAT= KUT 
2B GO TO IJ0,10,20,10),KUT 
29 10 T = T+HALfOT 
30 <.O TO l 15,201 ,J 
.H 15 CALL THRCON 
32 20 CALL AUTOPT 
J3 CALL VANEMO 
34 CALL TRANSM 
35 CALL ROTATM 
36 30 CALL kK4lNA,IIA,QA,KUTl 
37 CALL RK4(NV,1111,QV,KUTI 
38 tALL Rt<.4lNT,VT,QT,KUTI 
39 CALL kK4lNR,VR,I.IR,KUTI 
40 40 CUNT INU E 
41 CALL AUJOPT 
42 CALL VANEMO 
43 CALL TkANSM 
44 CALL ROTATM 
45 lflT.LE.l.OlGO TO 1001 
46 KOUNT = KOUNT+l 
47 C 
48 C *** NU-.LlNEAR •A• MATKIX ELEMENTS 
49 C 
50 lr(ABS(BPHISMJ.GE.( RLIM-0.00lll GU TO 12 
,1 A2l9,7J = RKl*IRAl+R8(+A2(7,7Jl/kAl/RB2 
52 A~(9,81 = RKl*ll.+A2(7,Bll/RAl/RB2 
53 A2l9,26J = RKl*A2l7,26J/RAl/RB2 
54 GU TO 13 
60 
61 
!i5 12 A2C9,7J =O.O 
5b A2(9,8J =O.O 
51 A2(9,2bl = o.o 
58 13 IHABS( VA( 121 I. GE.( PVLIH-0. OOU I GO TO 22 
59 A2(28,121 = VGAII'\ 
60 A2( 30, lZI =; IIGAIN 
bl GG TO 23 
62 22 A2(28,121 =O.O 
bl A2(30,121 =O.O 
b4 23 lflA8SCVA(l511.GE.lPYLlM-O.OOlll GO TO 32 
b5 A2l 29,151 = IIGAIN 
66 A2lll.,151 = VGA IN 
67 GO TG 33 
68 32 A2(29,15) =O.O 
69 A2'31,151 =O.O 
10 33 lflABS(VVUI I .GE.( VLIH-0.0011 I GO TO 42 
71 A2( 28, 281 = -VGAI N 
72 GO TO 43 
73 42 A2(28,28j =O.O 
74 43 It-CABS( VII( 21 I .GE. ( VLIH-0.0011) GO TO 52 
75 A2129,291 = -VGAIN 
1b GO TO 53 
77 52 A21 29, 291 = O. 0 
78 53 lfl A4!S (\IV '31 J .GE .·I VLIH-0 .OO 111 GO TO 62 
79 AZ( 30,301 = -VGAIN 
80 GO TO 63 
81 62 AZ. '30 ,30 I =O .o 
82 bl IfCA8SI 11111411 .GE.C VLIM-0.0011) GO TO 72 
d3 A2(31,31J =-VGAIN 
84 GO TO 73 
85 72 A2( 31,lU =O.O 
86 73 CONT INIJE 
87 lt-1 ABS(AVOUH .Gf. (V RllH-0.00111 GO TO 83 
88 A2(2B,7J = A2l9,7l*VGAIN 
89 A2l28,81 = A2(9,81*VGAIN 
90 A2(28,91 = Ool*VGAIN 
91 A 2( 28, 261 =A2l9,26l*VGAIN 
92 GO TO 84 
93 83 A2( 28, 11 = o.o 
94 A2128, 81 = o.o 
95 A2 t2d ,9 I = 0 .o 
96 AZ( 28,121 =O.O 
97 A2(28,2bl =OoO 
98 A2(28,21H :O.O 
99 84 lflAOS(A\IDC211.GE.(VRLIH-O.OOlll GO TO 93 
100 A2(29,7J = A2(28,71 
101 A.2129,dl = 42128,81 
102 A2( 29,91 = A2(28,91 
103 A2129,261 = AZ.128,261 
104 GO TO 94 
105 93 A2C 29, 71 = O.O 
106 A2l29,81 = O.O 
107 A2(29,9J = o.o. 

























































lHAISS(AVlJl3U.GEoCVRLIM-OoOOlU GO JO 103 
A2'30, 7) •-A21 2 8, 7) 
A2UO, 8J •-A21-2i,i) 
A2130, 9J •-A2C2i,9) 
A21i0,26) •-A2128,26) 
GU TO 104 
A213C,7) • O.O 
A2C30, 81 •OoO 




lfU8SIAIIDl4HoGEoCVRU~O.OOU) GQ JO 113 
A2131, 71 •A2CJ0,7) 
A2Ul, 81 •A2130,8J 
A2&31, 91 •A2130,91 
A2 l.3l ,2U • A2 UO, 261 
GO TO 114 
A2C 31, 11 • O.O 
A2131,.8J•Oo0 
A21 31, 91 •OoO 
A2131, 0J • OoO 
A2 '31,26 I •0 .o 
A.ll31,ll) •OoO 
IHBVO( U oLEoOoOIGO JO 1.33 
A2.12a,1, • o~o 
A2l 211,tU • OoO 
A2l28,91 • OoO 
A2121hlZJ •O.O 
A21 28, 261 •O,. 0 
A2C28,2dl •OoO. 
IfC8VOl2loLEoOoOIGO TO 143 
A2129,71 • OoO 
.-2cz9,a, • o .o 
A2129,91 • OoO 
A2129,151 aOoO 
A2129 ,2b I •0 .o 
A2129,29) •OoO 
lf(811013loLEoOoOJGO TO 153 
A2130,7) • O.O 
A~I 30, 81 .-o.o 
A2130, IJ) •OoO 
A2C30,121 •OoO 
A21 JIO, 261 •O. 0 
A.:U0,301 •OoO 
lfl8VOl4loLfoOoOIGO JO 163 
A2C.H,7) • 0,0 
A2'31, 81 •OoO 
Aili 31, 91 •O.O 
A2131,151 • OoO 
A2131 ,26 J •O oO 
















































A2(27,23l = SNPHl/CSTHA 
A2(27, 241 CSPHI/CSTHA 
A2(26,231 SNTHA*A2(27,231 
~ 2l 2b, .24J SNTHA* A2 ( 2 7, 241 
Ai(25,26l = -VR(21*SNPHl-VRl3l*CSPHI 
A2(26,251 -A2l25,261/(CSTHA*CSTHAl 
A.2l 27, 261 = l-VR( 31*SNPHl+VR( 21*CSPHII /CSTHA 
A2(26,26J =A2(27,26l*SNTHA 
A2127,251 =-A212o,25l*SNTHA 
lF(KOUNT.NE.lOIGO TO l 
KCUNT =- 0 
CALL COEFF 
OTn = SNGLIOT I 
OTH = DTH/2.0 
UO 2 lK=l,2 
KAT = l 
DO 2 IJ=l ,2 
CALL C.OVAk 
CALL RUNGl<.P 
KIIT = KAT + l 
OU 29 11=1,:H 
lFIPlll,lll.GE.l.OE-lOIGO TO 29 
OG 28 lJ"'l,31 
PlllrlJI = o.o 
(;UN T INUE 
Ci..NTINUE 
IFIK1CK.NE.20l GO TO 299 
wklTEl6,124H 
fC.RMATUX, 1 TIME = 1 ,fo.41 
UO 2d8 l=l,MS 
WRITEl61 lll l, IP( 1,KJ.K:l, I J 
fGRHATl//lX, 1 P( 1 112,', JI =1 ,7E15,5/4(11X 17El5.5/II 
I\ IC. I<. = 0 
CGNT lNU E 
KlC.K = KILK + 1 
RETUkN 
ENT RY INSYST 












































CUM MON I SEE KK/ SKSP, SKSY, TSAf'IP, DTSAMP ,CROSPT I CR OST P ,SY GBIS, S lGB IS 
COMMON /UTlLTY/G,RTO 
COMMUN /8LOCK1/P(3l,31l,OP(31,3ll 
COMMON /SNSE/ AREAl31J,ElNOlS,EYNOIS 
SIGSEP = 0.15/RTO 
lf(EC.NE.-SKSPJ GO TO 21 
iHST,. -TMPl - BEPS 
POS = OlST/SIGBEP 
CALL OETARA (POS,Alll 
Al= ALL+ O.S 
POS = POS + 2.0*THPl 
CALL DETARA (POS,AOlJ 
AO = AOl - All 
AU= loO - Al - AO 
GO TO <tl 
IF(EC.NE.O.O) GO TO 22 
DIST= 8EPS + TMPl 
POS = IH ST/SlGBEP 
CALL OETARA CPOS,AOlJ 
AL= 0.5 - AOl 
t'OS = THPl - SEPS 
CALL OET ARA I POS , AO 2 l 
AU=0.5-A02 
AO = AOL + A02 
GO TO 41 
DIST = l>EPS - THPl 
POS = OIST/SIGBEP 
C.ALL OHARA IPOS,AUl) 
AU = AUl+ Q. 5 
Pus= PUS+ 2.o•TMPl 
CALL OETARACPOS,AOlJ 
AO = AOl - AUl 
Al= loO - AU - AO 
SIGEC = AL*I-SKSPI + AU*SKSP 
SGSEC = (AU+ALl*SKSP*SKSP 



























































COMMON /VMG/ H,MS 
CUHMON /8LOCK1/Pl31 ,3U ,OP131,HJ 
COMMON /6LOCK2/ A2( 31,3U ,t<IK,KOUNT ,KICK,KAT ,62 (2) ,K400 
CCMMON /SNSE/ AREA(31J,ElNOIS,EYNUIS 
CLMHON /1/ANEK / 1/GAI N, V Ll M·,IIRLIM 
CON MUN /TIM ES/T, OT, TSO, TS Tl)P, 1 PR, J ,LAUNCH 
DOUBLE PRECISION T,DT 
DIMENSION A.3(151 ,P3(15J 
DO 25 I:cl,MS 
00 25 JJ=l,l 
P(JJ,11 = P(l,JJJ 
OCi l JK= 1, 3 
A3(JKJ = A2ll,JKI 
A 3( JK+3l=A2U,JK+ l8J 
00 3 l = 1, l 
00 2 JK=l,3 
P3(JK) "' P(JK,U 
P3(JK+3Jap(JK+l8,IJ 
OPll,11 = O. 
00 3 JK "' 1,6 
OP(l,lJ = OPll,11 + A31JKJ*P3(JK) 
00 4 Jl=l ,2 
DPl2,JU = A212,U*Pll,JlJ 
DP'3,Jl) = A213,2)•P12,Jll 
OPI 3,31 = A213,2J*Pl2,31 
00 5 JK=l,3 
A3(JK) = A214,JK+3) 
A31 JK+3J:cA2( 4,JK+ 18J 
DO 7 1=1,4 
DC 6 JK=l,3 
P3(JK) = P(JK+3,ll 
P3(JK+3J:cp(JK+l8,IJ 
OPI 4,1) = Oo 
00 1 .JK=l,ti 
DP14,l) = OPl4,ll+A3(JK)*P31JKJ 
uo 8 Jl=l,5 
0Pt5,JU = A215,4l*P14,Jll 
uo 40 Jl=l,o 
OPlb,Jll = A21o,5J•P15,JU 
0041Jl=l,7 
UP(7,J1) = A2t7,7)*Pt7,JIJ+A2'7,SJ*P18,Jll+A2l7,26l*Pl26,JII 
00 42 Jl=l, ti 
OPllltJIJ = A2(8,7J*P17,JIJ 
00 43 Jl•l,9 . 
UP(9,Jl) = A2(9,7J*P(7,JIJ + A2(9,llJ*Pl8,Jll+A2(9,26l*P(26,JII 
0044 Jl•l,11 
01'111,JI> = A2111,lOl*PllO,JU 
uo 45 J l=l, 14 
OPl14,J1J • A2114 1 131•Pll3,JlJ 
OU 9 l = 10,12,2 
co 9 J l "' 1.1 
OPll,Jll = A211,2J*P12,Jll+A21l,31*P(3,JlJ+A211,5)*Pl5,JU+A2(l,6) 
























































.:A.;( I, 24·1*Pl 24,Jl I 
DO 10 1=13,15,2 
00 10 Jl=l,1 
OPll,Jll = A21l,21*Pl2,Jll+A2ll,3J*Pl3,J[)•A2ll,5l*Pl5,Jl)+A211,6) 
l * P ( b, J l) +A2 I I, 1.3 J *P ( 13, J 1 )+A 2( 1, 14) *P ( 14, JI HA 2 ( 1 , 231 *P ( 23, Jll 
2+A2U ,24l*Pl24,Jl l 
JL = 16 
JH = ltl 
KIT = 0 
00 11 l=JL,JH 
OG 12 JK=l,3 
A3(JKl = A2ll,JK+l51 
A 3( 4 J = A 2 ([ , 2 ll 
00 13 JK=5, 11 
A3(JKl • A2ll ,JK+201 
00 11 11=1,1 
QO 14 JK=l ,3 
P3(JKJ = P(JK+l.5,111 
P314l = P(2l,lll 
00 15 JK=5 ,11 
P31JKJ = PIJK+.20,111 
OP ( I , I I I = 0 • 
DC 11 JK=l, 11 
OP( 1,ru = OP(l ,[ ll + A3(JKl*P::S(JKl 
lF(KlT.E.i.ll GO TO lb 
KIT = 1 
JL = 22 
JM = 24 
GG TO 17 
DO 18 l=l ,22 
OP(22,U = OPl22,ll+A2l22,22J*Pl22,ll 
OG 19 JK:2.3,24 
uO 19 I=l,Jl'I. 
DP(JK,11 = UPIJK,ll+A21JK,221*Pl22,ll+A21JK,231*Pl23,ll+A2(JK,241 
l* P( 2.4, 11 
11 = 16 
00 20 JK=l9, 21 
IJO 26 l=l ,JK 
OPIJK,11 = A2(JK,lll*Plll,ll 
11=11+1 
Cui'l Tl~i.JE 
Uu 21 JK=25,27 
00 21 l=l ,JK 
UPIJK,ll = A21JK,231*Pl23,ll+A21JK,241*P(24,l)+A21JK,26l*Pl26,IJ 
Ou 22 l=l,26 
UP(2o,1 l = 0Pl26,ll+A2126,22J•Pi22, Il+A2(26,25l*PI 25,ll 
00 83 I=l,27 
OPl27,11 = GP(27,ll + A2l27,25J*P(25,11 
JL = 28 
JI = 1.: 
DO 23 JK=28,31 
lflJK.EQ.30lJl=l2 
00 27 I=l,JK 















































lfl LAUNCH.GT.2JGO TO 81 
DO 82 JK=l7, 18 
OCi 112 1=1,JK 
DPIJK, l l=OPIJK,.l .l+A21 JK,2Zl*P'22,l I +A2 (JK,23J• PC23, l) i-A2 lJK,241* 
lP124,lJ 
DU 24 ll=l,MS 
00 2't JJ:sl, U 
OPlll,jJJ =OPlll~JJJ+OPlll,JJI 
OPCl,11 = DPll,lJ + ElNUIS•B2Cll*B211J 
DPC4,4J = DPl4,4J + EYNUIS*B212J*t12ClJ 
DPl28,28J DPC21l,28 I • VGAIN*VGAIN*O .25 
DPl29,29J = DPl29,29J + ll(,AIN*VGA1N*Oo25 
UPU0,28) DPU(>.2BJ + VGAIN*VGAIN*0.25 
OP(30,30J = OPl30,30J + VGAlh*VGAIN*OoZ5 
OPC.H,29) - DPC31,29) + VC.All',*VGAlN*Ool!i 
OPl31,:HJ = OPUl,311 + VGAlN*lll>AlN*Oo25 
RETURN 
END 
SUuROUT lNE KUNGKP 
COHHON /IJHG/ H ,MS 
COMMON /tiliJCKl/P( 3le31J ,UPI Jl,.HJ 




UO 20 l=l,MS 
00 20 J=l, l 
P 11 1 , JJ = P·( I , J J 
IJPlll,JJ = DP(l,JI 
Pl l, J J = PI 1, JI + OT h*OP I 1, J I 
RETURN . 
VDT = UTH/.2 •. 0 
UO 40 l:l,14S 
UU ltO J .. l ,1 





l SUBROUTINE COEFF 
2 C *** 3 C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE IMPLICIT 1 A1 MATRIX ELEMENTS 
4 C *** 5 CCMMON I SEEKR/NS,BT~TG,BPSIG,dTHO,BPSO,EZ,EY,USV(61 
b COMMON I INCEPT/UT(31,XTl31,TMVEL,TMRNGE,8EPSZ,BEPSY 
7 CCHMON I AUTOP/NA,i.Pl,ZP2,ZP3,lYl,ZY2,lY3,lRl,lR2,BPHIS,lPll,lPl2, 
8 lEOOCR ,L Yll, l Yl2 ,E VNCR, lPDl, ZPD2, ZP03, ZY 01, lY 02, ZY03, ZROl, lf<.02, 
9 2dPH ISO, ZP ID 1,ZP 102, EOOCRO, l Y lO 1, l Y 102, E VNCR D 1 EZ SS, EYSS, WiolC ,WRC, 
10 3ElRR,EYRR,dOELPC 
11 CUMMON I AUTOK/ wQG,DQG,TAUZ,TAUY,TAUl,GYZ,RAl,RB2,WPl,OP1,RK1, 
12 lPYAKl,PYBKL,PYIKl,WQl,U~l,PYLlM,RlIM,GBIAS,UBlAS,RBIAS 
13 C&:;MHUN I STATEV/ NT ,UE ,V E,W I:, X (31, DUE, DV E, OWE, DX, DY, Dl 
14 COMMUN /ROTATE/NR,PB,UB,RB,THETA,PHl ,PSI ,OPB,DUB,ORB,DTHA,OPHI, 
15 lUPSl,SNTHA,CSTHA,SNPHl,CSPHl,SNPSl,CSPSl,wF,WU,wR,8THETA,BPH,BPS 
lb CllMMON /MSI NCG/ S l , WO ,WP ,X lXO ,XIYO, RLCGO, kOCGO, RCCGP, XM, XIX, Xl Y, 
17 lRLCG,ROCG 
18 COMMON /FCEMOM/ FXA, FYA,FZA,XMXA, XMYA, XMlA,F THX,F TH Y,FTHZ 
19 COMMUN ITRA NSF /8.C. SECS U ,3 I , ECSBCS U ,3', liC.SGCS (3, 31, ECS<.CS ( 3, 31 
20 COHMON /VANEK/VGAlill,VLIM,VRllM 
21 CCHMON /COEFS/ThR,CM~,CNR,CNP,CY2,CL3,CXO,CMO,CUCH,CNF,CN2, 
22 lC. LP ,CL2 ,C XC ,CNi.1,C. MDI.IP 1CLORP, CMR ,CLO 
2j Cl.JMMON I AOUV I ALF AP, Al FA, BET A, XMN ,C SPHI P, SNPH IP, UUE ,VA ,RHO 
24 CCMMON /TlMES/T,DT,TBG,TSTUP,1PR,J,LAUNCH 
25 CUMMUN /GEOMK/S,D,XTCG,YTCG ,ZTC(i ,RLl ,RL2 ,wUE ,wVE,WWE 
26 COMMON /VANES/NV 1VV(4),UVVl4J,DEL(31 
27 CC.MMON /LTILTY/G,RTD 
28 C.OMMON /VHG/ H,MS 
29 COMMON I BLOCKl/ P (31, 311, OP ( 31, 311 
;o COMMUN /BLOCK2/ A2(Jl,31, ,KlK,KUUNT,KICK,KAT,B2121,K400 
31 COMMUN /BLOCKb/ BACS( 3J 
3l COMMON I BLCCK7/KK3,TH~P,TIMP 
J3 COMMUN /BLOCKd/KKl,KK5,vP 
34 COMMON /BLOCK9/C2(84,31J,KOK 
35 CGMMU~ /tiLOC.Cl/UUEl,INEl,UWEl,UPBl,UI.IBl,ORBl 
36 DOUBLE PRECISluN T, OT 
37 DIMENSION X6Ul,BCSE;C113,31,ECSBCH 3,31,11\lll41,DEL1(31 
3d KKl = 0 
J9 KK2 = l 
40 KK3=7 
41 KK4 l 
42 KK6 l 
43 vEl .: UE 
44 PPl: S1o1RTIABSIPllb1lbJIJ 
45 Ut = IJE t- O.l 
46 lflPPl.GT.O.l I ue UEl t- O.l*PPl 
47 GG TO 143 
48 643 DO 2 I = 1,J 
49 2 oa 1111 = OEU IJ 
50 lf(ABSIVV(IIIJ .LEoVLIMIGO TO 3 
51 VV( 1 U = Xll Ml Tl VVU II• IILHO 
52 3 TMPl = VV(llt-VV(21 
53 TMP2 = VV(3)+VV(41 























































OELl3) = 0.25*1TMP2-TMP1) 
OtLl2) = C.25*1VVl2)+VV(4)-VV(l)-VV(3)) 
KKl = 0 
GO TO 343 
S NT HAl SNT 11A 
CHHAl = CSTHA 
SNPHll SNPHI 
CSPHil .. CSPHI 
SNP Sil = SNPSI 
CSP S 11 = CSP SI 
CC 1 1 l=l ,3 
00 7 JJ=l,3 
SCSECUJl,JJ) 8CSECSl11,JJ) 
ECSBC.1111,JJ) = ECSBCS&ll,JJ) 
RHul = RHO 
V Pl :: VP 
VAl : VA 
QUE 1 = '-'l.Jc 
XMNl = XHN 
ALfAl = ALFA 
8ETA1 = BETA 
ALfAPl = ALFAP 
CSPHU .. CSPHIP 
SNPHI 1 = SNPHIP 
THRPl = THRP 
TIHPl = UMP 
XHl = XH 
XIXl = XIX 
XI Y l = XI Y 
IWC.Gl = ROCG 
THIU = THR 
CMl.ll CMl.i 
CNR 1 CNR 
£.NPl = CNP 
CY21.= C.Y2 
CLH = CL3 
CXOl =CXO 
CHOl = CHO 
COCl'H =COCM 
CNfl = CNF 
CN21 = CN2 
CLP l = CLP 
CL21 = CL2 
CXCl = CXC. 
CN1.1l CN'-' 
CLDRPl = CLORP 
C.HOQP l = CHU(,JP 
CHRl = CHR 
CLOl = CLO 
f l(A l = f XA 
fYAl = FYA 
f-lAl = flA 
XMXAl XHXA 
























































XMlAl = XMLA 
fTHXl = fTHX 
fTHYl = t-THY 
fTHll = FTHl 
CALl TRANSM 
lf(KK2.EU.2lGO TU 22 
l.ALL T HR CUN 
GO TO 22 
A2(ll,JU = (DUEl-DUE)/lll 
A.d{l+l,Jll = tDVEl-UVEl/lll 
A2(11+2,Jll = (UWEl-UWEJ/lll 
A2111+6,Jll= lUP81-0P8J/lll 
A2(1l+7,JlJ= 10,til-OQBl/lZl 
A2( 11+8,Jll• (URl:Jl-DRBJ/ZZl 
If(KK3.Eij.7IGO TO 155 
lf(KKl.tij.llGO TO 555 
uo 4 l -= 1, 3 
UELIIJ = OELl(IJ 
GC TO 355 
SJIITHA = SNTHAl 
CST HA CSTHAl 
SNPHl SNPHll 
CSPH1 = CSP HI l 
SJIIPS l = SNPS U 
C. SP Sl = C. SPSll 
uu 171 11.= l , 3 
OG 171 JJ=l ,3 
uCSEcs, 11,JJl bCSEClC.11,-!Jl 
ELS 13C.S CI l ,JJ I ECSBC U 11,JJ I 
RHO = RHOl 
l/P = VP l 
~ A=VAl 
(,JUE = QUE:l 
XMN = XMNl 
ALfA - ALfAl 
BETA = BETAl 
ALF AP = ALfAP l 
LSPHIP = CSPHll 
St-.PHIP = SNPHil 
THkP = THRP l 
T lNP = T lMPl 
XM = XMl 
XiX = XlXl 
XIY = XlYl 
RUCG = ROCGl 
THR = THRl 
CNw .... CMwl 
CNR = C NRl 
CNP = CNP l 
CY2 = C.Y21 
CU ;;: C.L:H 
CXO = CXOl 
CMO = CMOl 
























































CNF : CNfl 
CN2: CN2l 
CLP -= CLPl 
U2 = CJ..21 
CXC .., CXCl 
CNiol"" CNQl 
C LORP= ClORP l 
CHllQP = CHUi.!P l 
CMR = CHIU 
CLO = CLOl 
FXA = FXAl 
f VA = fVAl 
FZA = FlAl 
XHXA = XHXAl 
XHVA = XHYAl 
XNZA: XHLAl 
fTHX = FTHXl 
FTHY = fTHYl 
FTHZ = FTHll 
GC TO(l43,543,643,343,57J,KK6 
lll = UE -UEl 
KK4 = 2 
UE = UEl 
VEl = VE 
PPL= Si.1RTIAl:ISIPU7,17Jll 
VI: = VE + 0.001 
lHPPl.GT •• 0011 VE VEl + O.l*PPl 
11 = 16 
Jl = lb 
GO TO 144 
Lll =V E-V El 
KK4 = 3 
1111::1 = l!IE 
VE= VEl 
PPL-= Si.!RT(ABS(P(l8,18JJl 
WE = 1o1E + 0. l 
lf(PPl.GT.0.1 we WEl + O.l*PPl 
Jl = 17 
GO TO 144 
lll = WE-l!IEl 
KK4 = 4 
X6(3J = X(3J 
W E=~El 
PPl = S1,1RT(A8S(P(21,211JJ 
Xt.H = Xl3J + l.O 
lf(PPl.GT.l.O J X(31 =X6(31 + O.l*PPl 
Jl = 18 
GO TO 144 
Lll = X(3J-X6(3J 
KK4 = 5 
THETAl = THETA 
X BJ = X6 (3 J 
PPl = SQRT(ASS(P(25,25JJJ 
























































lf(PPl.GT.O.OllTHETA •THETAl+ O.l*PPl 
KKl = l 
KK6 = 2 
J l = 21 
Gu TO 144 
lll = THETA-THtTAl 
Kll.4 : <, 
THETA = T HET Al 
PSI l = PSI 
PPl-= S<.iRHABS(Pl27,27))J 
PSI = PSI + 0.01 
lF(PPl.GT.o.ou PSI = PSll + O.l*PPl 
KK3 = 6 
Jl = 25 
GO TO 1't4 
lll = PS I-PS ll 
1<.l<.4 = 1 
PHll=PHl 
PSI = PSll 
PPl • S~RT(AbSIP{26,26lJJ 
PHI = PHI + 0.01 
lf{PPl.GT.0.011 PHI = PHll + O.l*PPl 
Jl -= 27 
GO TO 144 
lll = PHI-Phil 
KK4 = t! 
Phi = Ptil l 
1/Vlll) = VIIIU 
PPL= SQRT(ABSIPl28,28JJJ 
\/Vil)= 1111(11 +O.l 
lflPPl.GT.O.l J 1111{11•11111111+ Ool*PPl 
KK5 = l 
KK.: = 2 
KK6 = 3 
11 =. 1 
J l = 26 
GG TO 144 
Lll "' lllllll-1111111 J 
Kil.4 = 9 
111111' = IIVlllJ 
11111121 = 1111(21 
PPl = S~RTIA8SIP(29,29IJJ 
1111(21 = 1111{2) + 0.1 
IF{PPlouT.O.l l 1111121=1111112)+ Ool*PP1 
II = 2 
Jl = 28 
GO TU 144 
Lll = 11111 ZJ-Vllll 21 
KK4 = 10 
11111 21 = 11Vll2J 
11111'31 = 11\/(JJ 
PPl = S<.iRHABSIPU0,3QIIJ 
1111(3) = 1111(3) + 0.1 
























































11 = 3 
Jl "' 29 
GO TU 144 
lll = VV(lJ-VVlC3J 
KK4 "' 11 
V\ll( 4) : VV14J 
11\113) = vv l( 3) 
PPL= SQRT(ABSIPC3l,31JJJ 
VII( 4J = VIII 4J + O. l 
lfCPPl.GT.O.l J VVC4JsVVU4)+ O.l*PPl 
l l = 4 
J l = 30 · 
GO TO 144 
lll = VVl4J-VVlC4J 
11.11.4 = 12 
PBl -"' PB 
111114) = VVl 14) 
PPl = SQRHABSIPC22,Z2)JJ 
PB = PS + 0 .01 
lflPPl.C.T.o.ou Pl:! PBl + O.l*PPl 
Kll.b = 4 
Wfl ,;: Wf 
Wf = PB*R TD 
J 1 = 31 
Gl.l TO 144 
Lll = Pl:l-PiH 
A.2122,22) = IOPSl-OPl:!HlZl 
A2(2l,22J = IOQBl-o,BJ/Zll 
A2( 24,22) = (ORl:ll-ORBI/Zll 
lflLAUNCH.GT.2J GO TO 92 
A2117,22) IOVEl-OVEJ/lll 
A2Cl8,22J = IDWl;l-OWE)/Zll 
II.Kit· = 13 
Qbl = Qi) 
Pl:! = PBl 
Wf = iifl 
io,1,;l = llii.l 
PPl = Si.lRTIABSIP(23,23))J 
l.ll:i = QB + 0 .Ol 
lfCPPl.GT.o.ou l.lB (.181 + O.l*PPl 
w.i = QO*RTD 
GL TO 355 
l ll. = I.Id - i.18 1 
A2(23,23) = IOQBl-OQBJ/lZl 
A2124 1 2.;J = IDRbl-OR~l/lll 
If(LAUNCH.i.;T.2J GO TO 9J 
A.2117,231 IOVEl-OVEl/lll 
A2118,2JJ = (l}WEl-DIIIEJ /Zll 
11.11.4 = 14 
RBl = RB 
1,11:1 "' I.lb l 
WI.I -= Wi.,l 
wRl = WR 














































RB= RB+ 0.01 
lf(PPl.GT .O.OU RS = RBl + O.l*PP l 
IHR .: RB*RTO 
GO TO l55 
lLl = RB - RBl 
A2(23t24J = ,oQBl-OQBI/ZZl 
A2t 24t24J = (DRBl-OKBI/ZZl 
lf(LAUNCH.GT.21 GO TO 94 
A2(17,241 (DVEl-OVEI/ZZl 
A2'18,241 = (OWl:1-DWE)/Zll 
RB = RBl 
WR .: ~Rl 
1\11. l .. l 
KK3=0 
KK5: 0 
Kll.6 = 5 
GC TO 355 
DUEl 6C~ECSll,l)*BACSlll+BCSECSll,21*BACSl2J+BCSECSll,3J•SACS(3) 
DVE l = BC SECS I 2,ll*l:IACSl U+SCSECSl2 ,2J*BACS(2J+6CSECS (2 ,ll*BACS 13) 
DwEl = BCSECS(3,1)*6ACSlll+BCSE:CS(3,2t*BACS(21+8CSECS13,31*8ACSl3J 
l+G 
GO TO (10t40l,J 
XMXTH = FTHZ*VTCG-fTHY*ZTCG 
XMYTH = ZTCG*FTHX+XTCG*FTHZ 
XML.TH= -YTCG*FTHX-XTCG*FTHY 
XMX = XMXA+XMXTH 
XMY = XMYA+FZA*RDCG+XMYTH 
XMZ = XHZA-fYA*RDCG+XHZ TH 
TMPl = 11.-XIX/XIYl*PB 
OPB 1 = XHXI XI X 
DQBl = XHY/XIY+THPl*R6 
ORBl = XHZ/XIY-THPl*QB 
GO T0(90,90,911 tLAUNCH 
CALL HDERIV 
GU TO l64,44,45,46,47t48,49,!>0,51,52,53,54,55,5o),KK4 
lflLAUNCH.GT.21 GO TO 95 
GO TO 96 
lf(KOK.EQ.11 GO TO 96 
KUK. = l 
DO 97 1=17, 18 
DO 97 l l=U ,24 
























































SU6ROUTI NE MOE RI II 
COHMON /TIMES/T,OT,TtlO,TSTOP,IPR,J,LAUNCH 
COMMON /HSI NCG/ S 1, WO, .. f, X UO ,X IY'O ,RLCGO, RO(;GO, ROCGP, XH, XI x,. XIY, 
lRLCG,RDCG 
CCMMON I FCEHOM/ FXA, FY A,Fl.A, XHXA, XMYA, XMZA,f THX,F THY ,F THl. 
COHMON /STATE II/NT ,UE ,IIE,WE,X ,Y ,l.,OUE,DIIE,OWl:,OX, UY, OZ 
COMMON /TRAN SF /BC SECS( J, 31 ,EC SBC SC 3 ,31 ,iiCSGCSC3 ,3J ,ECSGCSC3 ,3 J 
COMMON /BLOCCl/ DU El ,DVE1, 1l111 El, OPbl, OQBl, ORB l 
OUUBLE PRE~ISION T,OT 
OIHENSIUN ilACCClJ 
El.liJ 1 VAL fNCE I 0118, BACC(l)), l OW B, BACCC 31 l 
1.0 rue 30, !>O) , LA UNCH 
kLCGl = RLCG 
kLCGl = RLCGO + ROCG 
CALL TRAN SC EC SBC S, DUE l ,tiACL; I 
TMPl = RLCGl/XIY 
TMP2 ,. XM*RLCGl 
THP3 = THPl*TMP2 + 1.0 
FLY = CDR8l*TMP2-DVB*Xf0/TMP3 
FU = -CDQBl*TMP2 + owa•xMJ /THP3 
Ullo= DVB+ fLY/XH 
Owtl = OWil + FLl/XM 
DPill = O.O . 
D1,1t.11 = DQIU + FL Z*TMP l 
URt.11 = OR81-FLOTMP1 
!,;.ALL TRANSUCSECS,BACC ,OUEl) 
RETU~ . 
CALL TRANSIEC58CS,OUE1,8A~C) 
0118 = o.o 
01118 = o.o 
DPIH = 0 0 0 
Di.ltll = OoO 




SUtlRIJUrlNE OETARA IPOS,AAA) 
CGMMON /SNSE/ AREAC31J,EZNOIS,EYNOIS 
lU"' 0 
00 23 l=l,30 
AAl = (1-lJ/10.0 
AA2 = Oo l + AAl 
111 = 1.11 + 1 
1FIPOS.~T.AA1.ANQ.POS.LE.AA2JGO TO 24 
CONTINUE 
111 = H 
CORRCT = OoO 
GO TO 25 
CORkCT = 10.0*IPOS-AAlJ*IAREAllllJ-AREA(lll•lt) 





1 SUdROUTINE AUTUPT 
2 COMMON I AUTOP/NA,lP1,lP2,ZP3,lYl,ZY2,ZY3,ZR1,lR2,BPH1S,lPl 1,ZPI2, 
_, lEOUCk, l YI 1, Z Vl 2 ,E VNCk ,lPD1,ZPD2 ,lP03 ,lYDl ,ZY02, ZYD3, lRDl, lRD2, 
4 26PHISD, lP1Ul, lP lU2, EOOCIW,l.Y 101,ZYlD2,EVNCRD,ElSS, EYSS, "iolC ,IIRC, 
5 .iELRR,fYRR,dUELPC 
6 CUMMON I AUTUK/ Wi.1G,OQ1.,,TAUl,TAUY,TAUL,GYl,RAl,RB2,wPl,OPl,RK1, 
7 lPYAKl,PYBKl,PYIKl,WQl,DWl,PYLIM,RLIMiGBlAS,iolBIAS,RBIAS 
8 COMMON /SEEKR/ NS,VS(2J ,DVS(.21,0SV(Sl 
9 CuMMON /ROTATE/NR,PB,l.iB,RB, THETA,PHl ,PSI ,DPS ,Di.ld ,DRB,DTHA,DPHI, 
10 lOl'Sl ,SNTHA ,CST HA ,SNPHI, CS PHI, SNPS I, CSP S 1, WP, Wi.l, WR, BTHET A ,S PH, BPS 
11 COMMON /SLIKl/dPHISM . 
12 EWIVALENCE .(El,05V(lU, (EY,OSV(2H 
13 C *** llMlTATIUN OF INTEGRATORS* 
14 cOOCR = XLlMlHEOOCR,PYl.lMI 
15 EVi~CR.: XLlMIT(EVNCR,PYllMI 
16 C *** i..Ul DANCE fILTER - PITCH 
17 lPOl = G't'l*El-TAUl*I I 3.*(lP l+TAUl*lP21 l+TAUl*TAUZ* ZP3J 
18 ZP02 = ZPl 
19 LPU3 = lP2 
20 EZSS ;: TAt.t:*ZP3+ZP2 
21 C *** GUIOANCc FILTER - YAW 
22 l ~D 1 = GYZ*EY-TAUY* ( (J.•(lYl+TAUY*ZY2 J l+TAUY*TAUY*ZY3 I 
2~ ZYD2 = lYl 
24 lYOJ = ZY2 
25 EYSS = TAUL*ZY3+lY2 
26 WQC = ElSS+iolillAS+GtHAS 
27 WRC = EYSS + RSIAS 
2d Wi.!Olf • Wl.i -wi.1c 
29 •ROif = WR -WRC 
30 ElRR = WQDlf-WROlf 
Jl t:YRR = Wl,IUlf+WRUlf 
J2 C *** ROLL COMPENSATION 
J3 LROl = wPl*(WPl*(BPH-ZRZJ-2.•uPl*lRll 
34 LRIJ2 = ZR 1 
35 i3PHISM = lsKl*(lR2+((RAl+R62l*lRl+lRull/RAl/RB21 
36 IWHl Su :; XLlMIT(8PH1SM,RLlM) 
37 BDELPC =O.l*IBPHIS + 10.0*BPHISUI 
38 C *** ~ITCH INTEGRATOR 
39 lPlOl = TMP7*EZRR - TMF2*ZPl1 - TMPl*ZP·l2 
40 lPIDl = ZPll 
41 EOOCRO = TMP3*ZP12+TMP4*lPll+ZPIDl 
42 C *** YAW INTEGRATOR* 
43 lYlOl = TMP7*EYRR - THP2*ZYl1 - TMPl*lY12 
~4 ZYIDl • ZYll 
45 EVNC.RU = TMP3*ZYl2+TMP4*lYll+lYIOl 
4o RETURN 
47 ENTRY INAUPT 
48 TMP 1 = wt.i l*WQ l 
49 TMP2 2 •*Oioll*WQl 
50 TMP3 PYAKl*PY8Kl 
51 TMP4 • PYAKl+PYSKl 
~2 THP5 WQG*WQG 
53 THP6 = z.•OilG*WQG 























































*** THIS RUUTINE CALCULATES TARGET/MISSILE RELATIVE POSITION AND 
*** SPEEt:; ANO GENERATES LH,11:-0f-SIGHT SIGNALS IN SEEKER PLATfOR~ 
*** CGQRPINAHS 
CCHMUN I SHKR I NS,VS(2hi)IIS(21,0SV(8l 
COMMON /STATEV/NT,UE(3l, Xl3J,OUEl3J,OX(31 
COMMUN I I.Nc.EPT/ UH3l ,XTUJ,THIIEL,THRNGE,SEPSl,BEPSY 




EUl,ll llALENLE ( RXG ,SMP Ul I , IR YG, SHP(2 J l, I RIG, SHP (3 IJ 
A= 0.0 
b: o.o 
c = o.o 
uo 10 l=l,J 
S Ml' (11 = UTI 11-U E ( lJ 
TMP(ll = XHll-X(ll 
RMP(II = THP(IJ-SMP(ll 
A= A+TMP(ll*TMPIII 
8 = S+SMPlll*SMP(II 
THRNGE = S~RTIAJ 
TMVEL = Si;iRTISl 
COSA =O. 
DO 20 l=l,J 
A= TMPIIJ/TMRNGE 
b =SMPI l )./TMIIEL 
GOSA = COSA+A*B 
THI/EL= COSA*THIIEL 
A : I/SI l)/R TO 
C.S T HG = WS ( A l 
Sl'.THG = SIN(Al 
A = II SI 2 l /R TD 
CSPS(i = Cl.iS CAJ 
SIIIPSG = SlNIAl 
A= TMPUl*CSTHG-TMP(3l*SNTH(i 
RX(i = A*CSPSG+TMP(2J•SNPSG 
RY(i = THPC2l*CSPSC:i - A*SNPSG 
RIG= TMP(Jl*CSTHG + THP(l)*SNTHG 
BEPSl = ATANl-RlG/RXGI 
l:H:P SY = A TANI RYG/RXGl 
RETURN 
1:MRY INTGT 
IIS(ll = ATANl(XC31-XT(311/XT(lll*RTD 

































































THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES DERlVAT IVES FOR THE TRANSLATIONAL 
Ei,iUATlONS uF MISSILE MOTIOl'h INCLUDING LAUNCHER DYMMICS wHEN 
APPROPIUATE. 
COMMON /STATEV/NT,UE,vE,WE,X,V,Z,DUE,DVE,DwE,DX,OY,DZ 
COMMON I ROT AT E/NR, PB, 1o1il, klh THETA ,PH I ,PSI ,Oi>t! ,Di.lb ,DRS ,OTHA, D PHI , · 
1,DP SI, SNTHA ,CSTHA, SN PHI ,CSP HI ,S NPS I ,CS PS I ,W f ,w i,1, WR, UT HET A, l:lPH, BPS 
COM KON /GEOMK/S ,O, XTCG, VTCl.i ,l TCG ,RU ,RL2, wUE, WV E ,wWE 
CUKMON I MS INCG/ S 1, WO, WP, X !XO, XI VO ,Ru.i.;o, ROCGO, RUCGP, XM, XI X, lCl V, 
lk LCG ,RUCG 
CGMMQN I FCEMOM/ f XA ,F YA ,F lA, XMXA, XM YA, XMZ A ,f THX, F THY ,f TH l 
COMMUN /TkANSF/ BCS ECS U, 3), ECSBCS I 3, 3), BCSGCSI 3, 31 ,EC S<,C SI 3, 31 
CllMMON /6LOCK6/ 8ACSl3) 
CCJMM.ON /COEFS/TtiR,AERCl18) 
CGMMON /UTILTY/G,RT() 
CUMMON I BLOCK7/KK3,THRP,TIMP 
CGMMON /B.LOCK8/KK1,KK5, VP 
OlMENSlON ANGLS(61 
EQiJlVAl.ENCE (ANGLS( 11 ,PB) 
C *** CALCULATE EULER TRIGONOMETRICAL TERMS 
c 
c 
If(KKl.E~.OIGO TO 20 
SNTHA = SIN(THETAI 
CSTHA COS(THETAI 
SNPHl SIN(PHI) 
CSPHI COSlPHI l 
SNPSI SlNlPSl) 
CSPSI COS(PSll 








HIP 1 = SNPHl*SNTHA 
TMP2 = CSPHI*SNTHA 
tiCSECSll,11 = CSPSl*CSTHA 
tiCSECS!l,11 = SNPSI*CSTHA 
e(;SECSl31ll =-SNThA 
tlCSECS(l,21= CSPSI*TMPl-SNPSI*CSPHl 
ec.SECS{ 2, 2 ).: SNP SI *TMP lt-C SP SI *C SPH l 
tiCSECS(3,21= CSTHA*SNPHL 
di;. SECS( l, 3 I= (; SP SI* T P.,P2t-SI\PS l* :.tliPH I 
tlCSECS12,31= SNPSI•TMP2~CSPSI*SNPHI 
B(;SECSl3,3l= CSTHA•CSPHI 
DO l!i I =l ,J 
OU 15 K=l,J 
ECSaCSll,Kl= nCSECS(K,lt 
CALCULATE At:RUl,JVNAMIC FORCES ANU MOMENTS 
CALL AEROOV 







fTHX = THR*COSAT 
fTHV = THk*S.ATPHI 
FTHZ = THR*SATCPH 


















6ACS(U = IFTHX-FXAI/XN 
fiACS 12) = I FTH'l+FVA)/XM 
dACS(3) = (FTHl+flAl/XM 
If! KK 3.NE • O)Rc TURN 
TRANSFORM 800'1 ACCELERATIONS TO ECS ANU CALCULATE UEKIIIATIVES 
CALL TRANS(6CSECS,8ACS,OUE) 
Olol;; = I.JwE+G 
U.ll = UE 
UV -= II E 












THPl = S~kTIXTCG*XTCG+YTCG*YTCG+lTCG*lTCGl 
CUSA T = XTCG/TMPl 
SATPHI = VTCG/THPl 
SATCPH = ZTCG/THPl 






uo 10 l=l,6 




























































~ THIS ROUINE CALCULATES DERIVATIVES FOR THE MISSILE ROTATIONAL 
C VARIAtJLES PB,W6,R8 ANO THE EULER ANGLES THE TA t PHI, PSI• 
c ••• 
C.(JHMON /RO TA TE/NR ,PB ,QB ,RB, THE TA, PH l ,PSI ,DPB,Dl.l6 ,DRS ,OT HA, DPHI 
1, OP SI, SNT.HA, CST HA ,SNPH 1,CSPHI, SNP SI, CSPSl, WP, iiiJ, WR ,6 THE TA ,6 PH ,BPS 
COMMON /Tl HESIT,OT, TBG ,TSTOP, I PR, J, LAUNCH 
DOUBLE PREClSION T,iH 
CUMMON /HSINCGISI,WO,Wf,XIXO,XIYO,RLCGO,ROCGO,ROCGP,XM,XIX,XlY, 
lRLCt.,RDCG 
COMMON I fU:HUM/FXA ,FYA ,FZA, XHXA, XMYA, XMlA,F THX,FTHY ,FTHZ 
COMMON /STAfEV/NT ,UE,VE,WE,X,Y, l, llUE, DVE,OWE,DX,DY,Ol 
C.OHMON IUTILTY/G,RTO 
COMMON /GEOMK/S,O,XTCG,YlCG,ZTCG,RLl,RL2,WUE,WVE,WWE 
COMMON /TAANSF/ oCS ECS '3, 31, Et:;SBCS U, 31, BCSGCS( 3, 31,EC SGC SI 3, 31 
UIMENSION BACCl31 
EW IVAL ENCE. ( OVb, 6ACC( 2) l, IOWS, BACCI 31 I 
c 
C *** HOM.ENTS DUE TO THRUST l"ll SALIGNHENT 
c 
GC TO 110,401,J 
10 XHXTH = FTHl*YTC.G-fTHY*LTUi 
XMYTH = ZT CG*fT hX+XTCG*fTHl 
XHlTH = -YTCb*FTHX-XTCG*fTHY 
c 
C *** TOTAL APPLIEU H(,)HENTS 
c 
40 XHX = XMXA+XMXTH 
c 
XHY = XMYA•fLA*ROCG+XMYTH 
XMZ = XMZA-fYA*ROC~+XMlTH 
C *** Ot:tUIIAT IVES 
c 
c 
TMPl = ll.-XIX/XIY)*P13 
UPb = XHX/ XIX 
Uwd = XMY/XlY+THPl*Rll 
UK!i = XHl/ Xl Y-TMP l*wS 
UTHA • ~6*CSPH1-RB*SNPHl . 
UPSl = lkB*CSPH1+'-0*SNPH11/CSTHA 
OPHl • Pli+OPSI*SNTHA 
IIIIP,: Pfi*RTi,l 
IIIIW = Qf!*RliJ 
WK = Rli*RTO 
uPH = PHI*RTO 
c *** MCOifY OERlVATl~ES W~EN LAUNCH~R OY~AMics AKE lN EFF~CT 
c. 
GU TO ,so.~0,201 ,LAU~CH 
20 RETURN 
30 RLCG = KLCGO+ROCG 
~ALL TRANSIEcsac.s,oue,eACCI 
THP i= RLCG/ I( lY 


















































TMP3 ~ TMPl*TMP2+1, 
FLY= (0Rtl*TMP2-UVB*X141/THP3 
fLL = -IOi.iB*TMP2+DWB*XMJ/TMP3 
Ollf~= OVB+FLY/XM 
iJwB = OllliB+Ht/XM 
DPtl ,;;O, 
Owl:! = LH.IB+FLl*TMPl 
ORB = ORB-fl Y*THP 1 
CALL TRANSIBCSECS ,BACC,OUEI 
RETURN 
CALL TRANSIECSBCS,OUE,BACCI 




URa = 0, 




XMYTH = 0, 




COMMON I S EEKR/NS, IHHTG, BPS I G, BTHO ,tlPSO, El, E Y, OS VV ( 61 
81 
CGMMON I SEEKK/SKSP,SKSY,TSAMP,OTSAMP,CROSPT,CROSTP,SYGBIS,SZGtlIS 
CUMMUN /TIHl;S/T ,OT, TiiO, T STOP ,1 PR, J, LAUNCH 
COMMON I iNCEPT/UT ( 3 1,.i<T (3J, T HVEL, TMRNGE, BEP SL, SEP SY 
(.UMMOf>l /fl..OTA TE/ NR ,PB ,QihRB, THtT A, PHI, PS 1, OPtl, Oi,18 ,DRtl, OT HA, DPHI, 
lDPS I, SNTHA, CST HA, SNPHI ,C SPHI , SNP SI,(. SP SI , lliP, ilQ, liR, BTHE TA ,BPH, BPS 
Cuf'iMON /lJT 1 LTV I G, RT il 
COMMON /SNSE/ ARtACllJ ,EZNOIS,EYNOIS 
UOUdLE PR.E:CISION T,DT 
tMRY INSEEK 
1 = lOINTCT*l,OJ+~SOOI 
I = MOO( I ,501 
lfCI,NE,OJ KETl,IRN 
Tl'IP 1 = THRN<.t:/~21:ll(), 
THPl = ,7S*TMPl*THPl 
El= DEAO(-TMPl,THPl, SEPSLJ*SKSP 
CALL S1'10I SE ( TMP 1, l:IEP. SZ ,EZ ,EZNOl SJ 
EY = OEAUC-THPl,TMPl,dEPSYl*SKSY 
CALL SN01$E(TMPl,aEPSY,EV,EYN01SJ 
~T~TG ~ bl~TG + DfSAMP*EZ 




2 C ••• 
3 C 
4 (. 

































Tl"IJS ROUTINE EVALUATES u(;R1VAT1Vl::S FOR INTEGRATION VARIABLES 
USEO IN THE VANES HOOl,ILc. 
COM HON I A\.ITOP/ NA, ZPl, ZP.2, ZP .3, l Y 1, l YZ, LY3, ZR 1,l.R 2,BPHIS ,LP I 1,LP 12, 
lEOUC.R ,Z YI 1,Z '(( 2 ,E VNCR, ZPlll, ZP02, ZP03, ZYDl, ZY 02, ZYD3, ZRDl, lRLJ2, 
2d Pt1 ISO, ZP l 01, ZP U,2, EODCRD,.l'i'lUl ,l YI 02 ,EVNCRD ,EZSS,EYSS, WlolC ,WRC, 
3EZRR,EYRR,SOELPC 
CUMMO ... /VANES/NV,VV(4') ,UVV(.4) ,OU.BJ 
COMMUN /VANEK/VGA IN, VL IM, VRL IM 
COMMON /BLOCK4/ VV5 C4 I, OLTCl4 J 
COMMON /BLIKU AVOC4) ,SVO('t) 
OLTClU = EOGCR+l:UJELPC 
OLTCC21 • EV~CR+dOELPC 
DI. TU Jj = EOD(.R .. 1$0EI.PC 
OI.TCl41 = EVNCR-BDELPC 
00 30 1=1,4 
VV5C I) = VVC 11 
l Nil = l 
lfCAas1vvc11).LE.VLIMJGG TO 10 
!Nil = 2 
VVCll= Xl.lM(TCVll,lJ,VLIH) 
O\IVC U = XLIHITCIIGAIN*hlLTCCIJ-VVIIJ)~VRI.IHJ 
GU T0&.30,201,lNO 
AIIIHU = OVVI I) 
1:iVUI I) = OVVOJ•vvcn 
IF(l)Vll CU•'IIVI U .GT .o.1ovv1 I )=O. 
CONTINUE 
THPl = VVIU+V\1(2) 
TMP2 =VII (3)+VVl41 
OEI.Cll = Oo25*1TMPl+TMP2l 
OEl.13)-= 0.25*1 TMP2.,.JMPU 






































































THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES AERODYNAMIC FORCES ANO MOMENTS APPL IEO TO 
THE MISSILE, USING COEFFlCENTS ANO DERIVATIVES OBTAINED BY TABLE 






COMMON /TIMES/T ,OT ,TBC, TSTOP,IPR,J,LAUNCH 
COMMON / ROT AT E/NR, PB, ~ili,R8, THETA ,PH l ,PSI ,DPS ,DQB ,ORB ,OTHA,OPHI , 
1,0PSl,SNTHArCSTHA,SNPHl,CSPHl,SNPSI,CSPSI,wP,Ww,wR,8THETA,BPH,8PS 
C.UMHON /GEOHK/S,O,XTCG,YTCG,ZTCG ,RU ,RL2 ,wUE,WVE,WWE 
COMMON /VANES/NV,VVUISJ,OELQ,DELK,OELP ' 
COMMON /fCEMOM/fXA,FYA,flA,XHXA,XHYA,XMZA,FTHX,fTHY,fTHZ 
C.UMMON /TRAN SF/BC SEC SI 3, 3J ,EC S!ICS ( 3, :.U ,8CSGCSl3, :u ,ECSGCS '3 ,3J 
COMMON /BLOCK8/KK1,KK5,VP 
DOUBLE PRECl~IUN T, OT 
DIMENSION BVELl3J,DUM{31 
EWU!VALENCE IUB,BVELl11J,{VB,BVEL12JJ,{WB,BVEL(3JJ 
lf(KKS.E~.llGO TO 30 
IJUM{ lJ = UE-WUE 
OUH{2J = VE-WVE 




TMPl = VB*VB•WB*WB 
VP = Ub* I.J8+ H1Pl 
TMP 1 = SQk Tl TMP U 
~UE = 0.5*RhO*VP 
\IP = SQK Tt 1/PJ 
.<MN= VP I VA 
ALFA = AT AN(W6/UBJ 
tiETA = ATAN{V!I/U8J 
ALFAP = ATAN(T11Pl/UBJ 
IF {THPl.Ei.1.0,JGO TO 40 
CSPHIP = Wtl/TMPl 
SNPHlP = 11!1/TMP l 
GL TO 50 
CSPHIP = 1. 
SNPHlP = O. 
CLJNTlNUE 
i.O TU I 10,201 ,J 
CALL DTLUXl 
GL TO 30 
CALL UTLUX2 
SN2PHI = 2.*SNPHlP*CSPHlP 
SN4PH1 = 2.•SN2PHl*ICSPHIP-SNPHIPJ*lCSPH!P+SNPHIP! 
SN2PHI = SN2PHI*SN2PHI 
TM Pl OELK*CMk 






































T~P3 = TMPl*CSPHIP+TMP2*SNPHlP 
HIP4 = TMPZ*CSPHIP-TMPl*SNPHlP 
TMl'l = CNP*SN4PHJ+TMP3 
TMt'2 CMOtCDCM*SN2PHl+TMP4 
CM= CSPHlt'*TMPZ+SNPHlP*TMPl 
CN = CSPH1P*TMP1-SNPHIP*TMP2 
CL= CL2*SN4PHl+Cl3*SNPH.P+OELP*CLD 
CX=CXO +CXC 
TMPl = OELR*CLDRP 
TMP2 = OEli.l*CNQ 
TMP3 = HIPl*CSPHIP+TMPZ*SNPHlP 
TMP4 = THPZ*CSPHIP-TMPl*SNPHIP 
TMl'l = CY2*S1'44PHl+THP3 
THP2 = CNf+CN2*SN2PHl+TMP4 
CY= CSPHIP*THP1-SNPHIP*THP2 
CZ = -CSPHIP*TMPZ-SNPHIP*fMPl 
TMPl = QUE*S 
f XA = TMPl*C X 
HA = TMPl*CY 
FLA = TMPl*CZ 
TMP l = TMPl*U 
TMP 2 = 0 • 5*0/VP 
XMXA = H1Pl*(CL+WP*THP2*CLPI 
XMYA= TMPl*ICH+wQ*TMPZ*CM(.11 

































THIS ROUTINE CONTROLS THE CALCULATION OF THE MISSILE TRAJECTORY 
AND TARGET-MISSILE INTERCEPT POINT. THE PRINT ROUTINE IS CALLEO 
AS RE~UIREO TO PRINT RESULTS. 




CUM MON /GE OMK/ S ,o ,XTCG, YTCG ,l.TCG, RLl, RL2 ,wu E,WV E,ww E 
CU4HON I SEEKR/ NS,BTHTG,BPSIG,OSVUOJ 
COMMON I VANES/ NV,VV(4J,OVV(4J,DELij,DELR,OELP 
COMMON /TRANSF/BCSECS(3,3J,ECSBCS(3,3J,BCSGCS(3,3J,ECSGCSl3,3J 
UlMMON I BLOCK1/P(31, 31J,0Pl .31,311 
COMMON /BLOCK2/ A2(31,.31J,KIK,KOUNT,KICK,KAT,82l2t,K400 
COMMUN /BLOCK9/C2l84,311 ,KOK 
OOJBLE PRECISION T,OT,SVOT 








































LAUNCH = l 
INITIALIZE AERODYNAMICS ROUTINE, DERIVATIVES ANO TARGET POSITION. 
01::LQ = O.O 
OELR = O.O 
Ot:LP '='0.0 
HIR = O.O 
T = O.OO 
BE:PSL =O• 
i:iEP SY = O. 
CALL. THRCON 
CALL rn.ANSM 
C.ALL ROTA TM 
CALL INTGT 
BEl-'SL = O. 




J = l 
K=l 
00 !:> 1=1,3 
XSH U -= XI ll 
SVDT = OT 
t.."' IDINHOT/.50-3) 
IPR "' N*IPR 










































































KST EP :O 
CALL PROATA 
00 25 1=1,3 
XMULO(l)= X(ll 




GO TU '10,90),J 
IH THR) 80 ,!10 ,90 
J=2 
CALL RUT ZEH. 
GO TO (75,d5,951,LAUNCH 
00 76 1=1,J 
XMOLO(U = X(l)-XSTll) 
CALL TRANS( ECStlCS,XHOLO,TOLDl 
If (TOLO(l).LToRLl)GU TO 45 
LAUNCH = 2 
WRITE( 6 1 91011 
GO TO 45 
00 86 1=1,3 
XkOLO(l) = X(ll-XST(Il 
CALL TRANS( ECStlCS, XHOI.D, TOLD) 
lflTOL1.HlloLT~RL2H,O TO 45' 
LAUNCH = 3 
W lU T E ( 6, 9 20 IT 
1 PR = l PR/N 






KSTEP = HOOlN,IPRl .. l 
CALL INS't'ST 
CALL lNRK4 
GU TO I 30, 40 1, I<. 
IF MISSILE WITHIN 5 FT. OF 
IFITHKNGE.GT .5. IGO TO 40 
OT = • 50+0*0T 
IPR = lPR.tlPR 
K = 2 
TARGET DIVIDE STEP LE~GTH tlY 2(FIR5T TIME 
IF MISSILE-TARGET RELAHVE VE:LOCITY IS PCSITIVE lNTEkCEPT HAS 
OCCURkED 
IF( THVt:L .GE .0.01 GO TO 50 
lr(T.GT.TSTQPI RETURN 










































<..***CALCULATE MISS OlSTAl\iCE FROM CuRRENT ANO PREIIIUUS POSITIONS 
c 
50 A= 0, 
B "' O. 
C = 0. 
lJ(j 60 l =l ,3 
THPl = XHOLD{ll-TOLO{ll 
A = A+THl'l*fHPl 
TMP2 = XCll-XT{ll 
B = B+THP2*THP2 
THPl = X(ll-XMOLO(ll 
60 C = C+ T HPl* TH Pl 
A=SQRT{ Al 
B=S QRT I Bl 
C = S~RHCJ 
l = .5•1A+8+CI 
A= 2.•S~RT{l*(l-Al*IZ-Bl*ll-CII/C 
wRJ TE I 6,9001 A 
wRITEC6,l24H 
DC 288 l=l ,H 
288 WRlTElb,llH,(P(l ,Kl ,K-=l,U 
11 FORMATl//lX, 1 1'( 1 ,12,', JI =1 ,7El5.5/ (11X,7El5.5/II 
124 FURHATllX,'TIME = 1 ,F6.41 . 
900 fOKHAT (/120X,'***** MISS DlSfANCE *****',fl0.2 1 1 FT.'l 
910 fUkHAT llOX, 1 FlRST LUG OFF LAUNCHER AT T = •, F8.'tl 
920 fGRMAT llOX, 1 SECOlliC LUG Off LAulliCHER AT T = 1 1 f8.41 
ENU 
SUBROUTINE TRANSITMTX,IIECTOR,~ESULTI 
DlHENSION TMTX'3 ,31 ,VECTOR(3J ,RESULT UI 
RES UL HU THT X( 1, U *VECTllR { ll +TM f XI 1,21 * \/EC TORI 2 l+THTX 11 ,JI* 
111 ECTORC3 I 
KE SUL Tl ,d TMTX12,ll*IIECTORIU+TMTXl2 ,2 l*IIEC.TOR(2 l+TMTX 12, .H• 
111 ECTOR l.31 
Rl::SULTOI TMTXl3 1 1 l*IIECTOIHl l+TMUl3,21*11ECTURl2l+TMTXI 3, 31* 
































THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES 
AS A fUNCTlUN Of ENGlNE 
THRUST. IS C.ALCULATEO HY 
1 MP ULSE • 
~,ss ILE MASS' INERTIAS ANO CG POSIT ION 
THRUST CONDI Tl ONS. THE INTEGRAL Of THE 
THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE TO OIHAIN ENGINE 
COMMON /COEfS/THR,A~RCC18J 
COHHCIN /MSINCG/SI ,WO,WP,XIXO,XIYO,RLCGO,ROCGO,RDCGP,XM,XIX,XlY, 
lRLCG,RDCG 
COMMON ·/TIMES/T ,OT ,TBG,TSTllP, IPR,J,LAUNCH 
CCJHMON /UTlLTY/G,RTP 
COMMON I BLOCK7 /KK3, THRP, T IMP 
DOUBLE PRECISION T,OT 
TlHP • TIMP+.S•CT-TPRl•l THRHHRPI 
THRP = THR 
TPR = T 
Ot:LW = TlMP/SI 
XM = (WO-OELWJ/G 
TMPl = 1.~0ELW/WO 
XlX = XlXO*THPl 
XIV' = XIVO•TMPl 














TIMP = O. 
TPR :0 • 
THRP = Oo 





2 C *** 
J c 
4 C 





































Tl11S ROUTINE INCREMENTS VARIABLES, GIVEN THEIR OERlllATIVES ACCORDING 
TO THE RUNGt-KUTTA 4 POINT SCHEME. 
COMMON /TI.HES/T, OT ,100,TSTOP, IPR, Jl,LAUNCH 
DOUB LE PREC I SI ON T ,OT 
OIHENSION V(Nl,Q(N) 
UO 50 l=l ,N 
J=N+ I 
(,0 TO(l0,20,30 1 401,K 
W(Jl ;:: ll(J) 
<.I( 1' = \Ill I 
ll(IJ = ll(ll+OTOV2*V(J) 
GO TO 50 
VIIJ = W(l)+OTOV2*11lJl 
Q(Jl = WlJl+ll(Jl+VlJI 
GO TU 50 
11(1> = 1,1(1l+OTl*VlJI 
Q ( Jl = Q l Jl +II ( J) +II ( J l 
Gt, TO 50 




UTOV2 = SNGL(UT*.50+01 






XLIMIT = .,.\/LIM 
RETURN 
XLlMIT = IILIM 
RHUkN 






















































THIS ROUTINE OBTAINS THRUST ,\NO AfROOYNAHlC COEFFICIENTS ANO 
DERIVATIVES FROM TABLE INTERPOLAT.ION. TAtlUUTEO FUNCTIONS ARE 
HELO IN BLANK COMMON ANO ROUTINE INTRP3 IS CALLED TO ~ERFORtc THE 
ACTUAL INTERPOLATION. RESULTS ARE RETURNED IN COMMON BLOCI( /COEFS/ 
CGHHUN I ADDV I AL FAP, AL FA, BET A, XHN ,C SPHI Pt SNPHI P, wUE ,VSS ,RHO 
CGHMON /TIMES/T,DT,TBQ,TSTOP,IPR,J,LAUNCH 
COHMUN /VANES/SKPll9),0ELQ,DELR,OELP 
CCMHON I COEFS/T HR, CHi,h CNR, CNP, CY 2, CL.3, CXO, CHO,COCH ,CNF ,CN2 ,CLP ,CL2 
1,CXC,CNQ,CHOQP,CLORP,CtcR,CLD 
COMMON /UTIL TY/G,RTO 
OIME~SlON O~EOHl41, TWOOH(71 
l:C..UI VA!-ENCE (ONEOMU) ,CNP) t l hOOMll l ,CHO I 
If lT.GT .. l41GO TO 10 
CALL INTRP3(T,0.,0.,1,THR) 
GO TO 20 
CALL INTRPJ(T,O.,O., 2, THR I 
GO TO 20 
ENTRY OTLUX2 
ALF a A6SlALfA)*RTu 
BET= ABS(BETA)*RTO 
Alf P = ALFA~*!( TO 
&Ji.I = ABStcELi.11 
OR = AB S([)E LR l 
CALL IN TRP 3lALF, O. ,O • t3 ,C Hi..1 I 
CALL INTRP3(BET,O.,O.,J,CNRl 
00 30 1&4,b 
CALL INTRPJ(ALFP,O.,O.,I,ONEDM(I-31) 
CALL INTRP3(XHN,0.,0.,7,CXOI 
iJO 40 J:8,14 




CALL 1NTRP31ALF P ,XHN,l.H~,lb ,CHR) 





























































THIS ROUTINE PERFORMS LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN TABULA.TED FUNCTIONS 
OF l, 2 OR 3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. THE FUNCTIONS MUST BE 
TABULATED FOR VALUES Of INDEPENDENT VARIABLES illHICH START AT ZERO 
ANO INCREASE WITH CONSTANT INTERVALSo THE TABLES USED ARE DEFINED 
FOR POSITIVE RANGES OF lNDl;PENDENT VARIABLES Bl.IT If REQUIREO 
THE VARIABLE INCREMENT MAY BE NEGATIVE. 
CUMMON DX0YDZ(60J,IAOOC20J,AEROCl3bOJ 
J "' 3• 1-2 
DX = OXOYDHJ) 
UY = OXDYOUJ+ll 
oi = oxovoz,J+2 J 
J = lfl x, X/OXJ 
oax = X/OX-FLOATC JJ 
If COYoEQ.OoJGO TO 40 
IF lJoGTol6JJ=l6 
K = IFIXCY /OY J 
UEl.Y = Y/OY-FLOAHK! 
IF- U .• GTo4)K"'4 
IF- (Ol.EQ.OoJGO TO 50 
L = IFIXCZ/UZJ 
DEL l = l/1,)l-FLUA Tl LJ 
If ll.oGT o4JL=4 
M = J+l6*K+64*L+IAOOCIJ 
N = 1 
NN = 2 
GO TO 30 
10 M = M+64 
N = 2 
fXYl = fXY 
GO TO 30 
20 FXY 1. = FXYl+( fXY-FXY 1) •DEl.l 
RETU~N 
40 M = J+lAOOCIJ 
NN = 1 
G(; TO 30 
50 M = J+lb*K+IAODCIJ 
NN = 2 
N = 3 
GU TO 30 
bO FXYZ = fXl 
Rf;TUKN 
70 FXYZ = fXY 
RETURN 
30 FXl = AEROCMl+lAEROCM+l J-AERO(MU*OELX 
.;o TO( 60, 80J ,NN 
80 M = M+l6 
FX2 = AEku(Ml+(AERO(M+l)-AEROtMIJ*DELX 
M = M-16 





1 BLOCK DATA 
2 COMMON I SEE;KR/ NS,VSl2l ,!NSl2hOSVl8l 
3 COMMON I SEEKK/ SKSP,SKSY,TSAMP,DTSAHP,CROSPT,CROSTP,SYG81S,SlGB1S 
4 COMMON /AUTOP/NA,VAl151,DVA( 151,0VIH 
5 COMMON I AUTOK/ WQG 1 DQG,TAUZ,TAUY,TAUL,GYZ,RA1,RB2,WP1,DP1,RK1, 
b 1PYAK1,PY6Kl,PYIK1,WQ1,UU1,PYLIM,RLIM,GBIAS,QBIAS,R61AS 
7 COMMON /VANES/NV,1111141,Dll\1141, DEL(ll 
8 COMMON /VANEK /VGAIN 1 \ILIH 1 \IRLIH 
9 COMMON /\/HG/ .H,MS 
10 OATA H,HS/0.0025,31/ 
11 OATA SKSP,SKSY,TSAHP,DTSAHP,CROSPT,CROSTP,SYGBIS,SZGBIS/3.,3.,0., 
12 10 .05,0. ,o.,o.,o ., 
13 DATA NS,VS/ 2,2•0.0/ 
14 DATA Wl.iC.,OUG, TAUL ,TAUY, TAUL ,GYZ ,RAl ,RB2,WP1 ,OPl ,RKl ,PYAKl ,PYBKl, 
15 lPYlKl,WQL,DQl,PYLIH,RLlM,GBIAS,QBIAS,RBIAS/373.,1.,15•,15.,2., 
16 26150. , 12. ,60. ,130. ,. 5 3,. 33 ,4o. , Ls. ,2. a, 115., .64, 15., 1 • , 1 ., o .o, o .o, 
17 COMMON /MSINCG/Sl,WO,WP,XlXO,XlYO,RLCGO,ROCC.0,RDCGP,XM,XIX,XlY, 
18 lRLCG,RDCG 
19 CUM HON /RGT A TE/ NR I PB 1 .Qil ,RB, THETA, PHI ,PS I ,IJP B, OQB ,ORB, DT HA, UPHI 
20 1, DPS 1,SNT HA, CST HA, SNPHI,CSPHI, SNP SI ,CSP SI ,liif ,·wQ, WR ,B THETA, BPH, BPS 
21 CGHHON /STATEV/NT,UE,vE,wE,X,Y,l,OUE,DIIE,DWE,DX,CY,DZ 
22 CUMHl,IN /UHL TY/G,R TD 
2J CGMHUN I GEOl'IK/S, D, X TCG, YTCl;, LTCG ,RL 1, RL2,.WUE, WIIE, WWE 
24 ~OM MON /1 NCEPT/ U H3 I , XTl3 l, T MVEL, T HRNGE, BEPS ,Z., BEPS Y 
~5 UATA G,RT0/32.17,57.2957795/ 
lb. UATA NT,NR/6,6/ 
27 UATA P&,QB,RB,UE,VE,WE,THETA,PHl 1 PSl,X 1 Y,l/Oo,Oo,Oo, .l,0.,0.,5., 
28 10 .,o.,o.,o. ,-40./ 
29 UATA NA,VA/15,15*0•/ 
30 OATA Nll,VGAIN,Vll M,VRLIM/4,150 ,20,,200,/ 
31. OAT A VV/4•0./ 
32 UATA S,O,XTCG,YTCG,ZTCG/.2b7,.584,2o75,0.,0./ 
33 ~ATA RLl,R~2,WUE,~IIE,~wE/J.5,6.07,0, ,O. ,O.I 
34 UAT A S 1,wQ,wP,XlXO,X lYO,RLCGO,ROCGO,ROCGP/195.8, lilo ,19• 4,. 241,15. 
35 111,2.54,-.375,-.15/ 
36 DATA uTj3•o., 
H DATA XT/10000.,0.,0./ 
38 ENO 
93 
l SUBROUTINE PROATA 
2 COMMON /SHKR/ NS,VS{2hOVS(2J,OSIIC 8J 
3 COMMON /TlMES/T,DT,T8C,TSTOP,lPR,J,LAUNCH 
4 OUUBLE PRECISION T,!H 
5 CUMMON /CNTRL/DUM(6J,OATA(b4J 
6 COMMUN /AUTOP/NA,VAtl5J ,DVA(l5J,0Vt7l 
7 CuMftON /VANES/NV,VVt4J,l)VVt4J,DELtJJ 
8 COMMON /ROTATE/ NR, PB, 1.18, RS, THETA, PHI, PSI, OP8, Oi.18 ,ORB ,OTHA ,DPHI 
9 1,0PSl ,SNTHA ,CSTHA,SNPHI ,CSPHl ,SNPSl,CSPSl ,1o1P,WQ,WR,BTHETA,BPH,BPS 
10 COMMON /STAT EV/NT ,UE, VE, WE ,X,Y,Z,OUE,DVE ,01o1E ,DX,DY ,Dl 
11 (.OM HON /AODV/ AL FAP, ALF A, BET A, XMN, CSPH IP, SNPH IP, QUE ,V SS, RHO 
12 COMMON /COEFS/fHR,AERCtl8J 
13 COMMUN /GEOMK/S,D 1 XTCG,YTCG,ZTCG,RLl,RL2,WUE,WVE,WWE 
14 COMMON /MSlNCG/Sl,WO,wf,XIXO,XIYO,RLCGO,RDCGO,ROCGP,XM,XlX,XlY, 
15 lRLCG,RUCG 
16 CCMMON I fCEMOH/ FXA, FY' A ,FLA, XMJ<,A, XMYA, XMLA ,F TH X,F THY ,F THZ 
17 COMMON I INCEPT/ UTt3J,.Ht3),TMVEL,lMRNGE,BEPSZ,SEPSY 
18 COMMON I AU TOK/ WQG ,DUG, TAUZ, TAUY, TAUL ,GVl ,RAl ,R82 ,WPl ,OPl ,RKl, 
19 lPYAKl,PYBKl,PVIKl,WQl,D~l,PYLIM,RLIM,GBlAS,QBIAS,RBlAS 
20 COMMON /UTILTY/G,RTO 
21 UIMENSION RDH.Vl61, DDRV(6) 
22 EQUIVALENCE tRORV(lJ,CPBI 
23 b THE TA = THE TA*RTD 
24 bPS = PS l*R TD 
25 GO T0t40 ,50 ,60 l, ISW 
26 40 RETURN 
27 50 illlRITE( 6,930) T,UE:,VE,illlE,X,Y,Z,wP,WQ,wR,BTHETA,BPH,BPS,lJT,XT, 
28 l TMRNGE,THVEL,VS 
.C:9 LINES = LINES+3 
30 lftLINES .LT. 521 RETURN 
Jl LINES= 1 
32 1PAGE = IPAGE+l 
3J MIRITl: I 6 1 940 I IPAGE 
34 RE:TURN 
H 60 CUNT.INUE 
Jo CONT lNU E 
37 IPAGE = lPAGE+l 
JS WRITE ( 6, 940J ll~AGE 
39 ALFAP = ALFAP*RTO 
40 ALFA = ALfA*RTU 
41 BETA= BETAll<RTO 
42 CSPHIP = ATAN2(SNPh1P,CSPHIPl*RTD 
43 uO 70 I= 1, 6 
44 70 DDRV(U = RDRVll)*kTO 
45 WRl TEI 6,950J T,VE,VE,wE,X,Y,l,DUE,OVE,PWE,OX,UY,OZ 
46 WRITE( 6,9601 ~P,wQ,wR,bTHETA,BPH,BPS,ODRV 
47 wRITEl 6,970) 1/S,D\/S 
48 wRI TE( 6,980J VA,DVA 
49 iiRl Tl:( o,9901 1/V,IJ\/V 
50 wRlTEl 6,lOOOJ Dj:L,BEPSZ,BEPSY,OSV,OV 
51 WRl Tt:t 6,10101 XHN,VSS,RHO,QUE,ALfAP,ALFA,BETA,CSPHIP,AERC, 
52 l FXA,fYA,FZA,XMXA, XMYA, XHZA 
53 WRITE( 6,1020J fTHX,FTHY,FTHZ,XM,XlX,XIY,ROCG 
























































ENT RY PRHEAO 
wRI TE( 6,900) (OATAU),1=1,20) 
WRITE( 6, 920) S,D ,Rl.l ,.Kl2, WO ,If' ,XI XO ,XI YO, RDCGO ,RDCGP, QBI AS, 
J,Rl:ll AS ,XT CG, YTCG, .l TCG.,wUE, WV E, liliH:,RLCGO; SI, D T 
LINES= 40 . 
IPAGE = 1 
If (IPR HO ,20 ,30 
I SW = 3 
IPR .. -IPR 
RETURN 
1 SW = l 
RETURN 
I SW = 2 
wRITE.C 6,910) 
RETURN 
fCJRMATUHl,120X, 1 PAGE 1 1 ,/48X-,'TERMINAL HOMING SIMULATION (DIGITAL 
1 1 1 /48X,36( 4 - 1 J, l/20X,20A4.I/) . 
fORHATl//25X, 1 RESULT$ ROW H', /30X, 1CULUMN 1 TIME IN SE.CONDS', 
125X, 1 COLUHN 2 UE IN FT/SEC', HOX,'COLUMN 3 V'E IN fT/SEC',28X, 
2'COLUMN 4 •E IN FT/SEC', (30X, 1 COLUMN 5 MISSILE X COORO IN FT•, 
Jl9A1 1 COLUMN.6 MISSILE Y COuRO IN FT', /30X, 1 COLUMN 7 MISSIL,E l 
4COORO IN fT 1 , l9X, 1 COLUMN.f:I ROLL RATE IN OEG/SEC•, /30X, 1 COLUMN 9 
5 PITCH RATE lN DEG/SEC 1 , 1,x, 1 COLUMN 10 YA.Iii RATE IN DEC.I SEC', /30 
oX,1 COLUHN 11 THETA IN DEGREES•, 2.4X, 1 COLUHN 12 PHI fN DEGREES', I 
730X, 'COLUMN 13 PSI IN llEGREES', I /Z5X ,• RESULTS RCW 2:', I 30X, 
8 1 COLUMN 2 TARGET U IN fT/S.EC 1 , 21X, 'COLUMN 3 TARGET V IN FT /SEC' 
94 
':ilt /30X, 1 COLUHN 4 TARGET iii IN FT/SEC', 21X,'COLUMN 5 TARGET X CUORD 
ARD IN fT 1 ,/30X, 1 COLl,IHN 6 TARGl:T Y COORO IN fT', l9X,.'COLUMN 7 TA 
dRuET Z COORD IN fl', /JOJl, 'COLUMN 8 MISSILEITARl:iET RANGE· IN fl', 
Cl3A, 1 COLUHN 9 MISSIL,E/TARGH CLOSING SPEED IN FT/SEC•, /30ll,'COLU 
UHh 10 GIH8AL ANGLE THE TAG IN OEGREES', 9X,'COLUHN 11 GIM8AL ANGLE 
EPSIG IN DEGREES 1 1 
FORMAT (5X, 1 VEHICLE DETAILS:•, //10ll, 1 REFERENCE AREA', 15X,f8.3, 
1 1 S'I ffl, 20X, 'REFERENCE LENl:iTH 1 , l2X,f8.3, ' FT', /10X, 1 FRONT LUG 
2 LAUNCHER TRAVEL• ,4X,F8.3, 1 fT',llX, 'REAR LUG LAUNCHER TRAVEL', 4X, 
3f8o31 1 FT 1 ,/lOX, 1 1NITIAL TOTAL WE1GHT',,9X,f8o2, 'LBS•, 22X., 
4 1 PH.OPELLANT WEIGHT', lOX,fS.2, 1 L8S 1 ,/10X, 1 1NITIAL X HOM. Of 1.•, 
5 <JX,F8.3, 1 SLUGS FT••z•, l4X, 1 1NlTIAL V MOM. Of 1.•, 8X,f8.3, 
6 1 SLUGS FT**2', /1CX, 1 CG TOTAL SHIFT',15X,f6.3, 1 .FT•, 23X, 
7 1 PROPELLANT CG TO CG0 1 , 8J<,f8.3, 1 FT', /10X, 1 AUTOPILOT i;j l:IIAS', 
8UX,f8.3, 1 DEG/SEC', l8X,'AUTOPILOT R l:IIAS', 12X,f8.3, 'OEG/SEC' 
9/lOX, 'THRUST PO.INT OFFSETS ( X,Y,Z fTI 1 ,lOX,lfl0.2.d1ox,• WINO SPEED 
A COMPONENTS (XE,YE,ZE f/SI', ~X,3Fl0.1, /10A, 1 REAII. LUG TO Cl:iO(FTP 
8122X,fl0.3,/LOX,•ENGlNE SPECIFIC IHPIJLS·E', 6X,f8.3, 1 SECS•, 21X, 
C 'INTEGRATION STEP LENGTH', 5ll.,f8o4, • SECS'> 
fo.tHAT (13J<,f6.3, 2(3fl0o2t 3flO.lJ,/9X,3fl0.2, 4fl0.1, 3fl0.2J 
fORMATCLH1,30X, 1 TERf4INAL HONINl:i CONTO ••••'• 61X,'PAGE', 131 
fURMAT "' 10·X,'TIME 1 ,ft3,3, • SECUNOS•, l/5X,IJRANSLATION vARlAB 
lLES IN f/SEC. ANO FT', 12X,3fl0o2t .3fl0.1, /5X,'TRANSLATIUN OERIVAT 
UIIES .IN f/SEC**2 ANO f/SEI;', 5X,3fl0.3, 3fl0 0 ,21 
FORMAT ll5X,'ROTAT10N VARlAiii..ES IN OEGJS.EC ANO oei;s•·, llX,6fl0 .• 2, 
l/5X,'ROTATlON OERIVATIVES lh OEGISEC.**2 ANO LJEG/SEC', 4X,6fl0.3> 
FORMAT ll5X, 'SEEKER VARIABL,ES IN DEG ANO OEG/Sl;:C', l5X,2Fl0.3 ,/5X, 
95 
109 1 'SEEKER DERIVATIVES IN DEG/SEC AND DEG/SEC**2', 8X,2Fl0.3J 
110 980 F01U4AT l/5X,'AUTOPILOT VARIABLES IN DEG ETC', 20X,6fl0.3, /!J5X, 
111 l 6fl0.3,/55X,7fl0.3, /5X,'AUTOPILOT DERIVATIVES IN DEG ETC', lBX, 
112 2bfl0.3, /55X,bfl0.3, /55X,7Fl0.31 
113 990 FORHAT (/5X,'VANE VARIABLES IN DEGREES', 25X,4fl0.3, /5X, 
114 1 1 VANE DERIVATIVES IN DEG/SEC', 2lX,4Fl0.31 
ll.5 1000 FORHAT l/5X,'0ELQ,OELR, OELPIDEGREESP,llX,3F8.3,11X,'BEPSZ 6 SEP 
116 lSY(OEGSJ', 2X,2f8.3,//5X 1 1 SEEKER ADDITIONAL VARIABLES', 4X,Bfl0.3 
117 2,//5X,'AUTOPILOT ADDITIONAL VARIABLES', 10X 1 7Fl0.31 
118 1010 FORMAT l/5X,•MACH NO', f9.,2, 4X,•SONIC SP', f8.l, '<X,'AIR DENS', 
119 2F8.6, 4X,'DYN ORES', fB.2, itX, 1 ALFA P 1 1 fl0.3, 4X, 1 ALFA 1 , fl.2.3, 
120 2/5/1.. 'BETA', fl.2.3, 4X,'PHI PR', Fl0.3,//5X, 1 AERODY~AHIC COEFFICIENT 
121 3TS1 , /5X, 1 CMOlAP, flQ.4, 4X,'CNR'8) 1 , Fl0.4, 4X,'CNP(AI', Fl0.4, 
122 44X, 1 CY2lAI', F1,0.4, 4X, 1 CLJ(A)' 1 , fl0.4, itX,'CAO(HI', fl0.4, 4X/5X, 
123 5'CMO(A 1 HP, F8.4, 4X,'COCHlA,HI', F7.4, 4X 1 'CNflA,f!l 1 1 F8.4, 4X 1 
124 6 1 CN2lA,HI', f8.4, 4X, 1 CLP(A,HJ', F8.4, 4X, 1 CL2lA 1 HJ 1 , F8.4, /5X, 
125 7'CXClA,H)i, F8.4, 4X,'CMollA,H,f.11', F6.4, 4X,•CMUQP(3VI', F7.4, 4X, 
126 8'(.LURP(3VP, F7.4,4X, 1 CMR(A,H,RJ•, Fb.4, 4X, 1 CLDlA,M,PI' 1 F6o4 1 
ll7 9// 5X, 1 AERODYNAHIC FORCES AND MOMENTS 1 ,/5X,'FXAlLbl', f9.2, 4X1 
128 A1 FYA(LBJI, f9o2t 4X, 1 FZA(LB)', F<il.2, 4X, 1 HXA(L8FTl', F7.2, 4X 1 
129 B'MYAlLBFTJ•, F7.2, 4X, 1 MZA(LSFTI', F7.21 
130 1020 FURHAT l/5X,•THRUST CO .. PONENTS (X,Y,Z LBl 1 , 3f8olt 4X 1 1 MASS 1 , F8.2 
131 1, 4X, 1 X M. Of 1.•, FB • .2, 4X,'Y M. OF 1.•, F8.3,/5X 1 1 CG SHlfT1 120X, 
132 2 F8 .31 
133 1030 FORMAT (/5X, 1 TARGET SPEED tX,Y,Z FT/SECJ', 3f8.l, 4X, 1 TARGET POSIT 
134 llON lX,Y,Z FU 1 ,3Fl0.ltf5X,'TARGET/MISSILE RANGE lfTP, Fl0.1 1 20X, 
135 2 'CLOSING SPEED (F/S)•, 9X,F8.1J 
136 END 
96 
1 0 .so 0 .4o02 0.4207 0.38."1 0.3446 0.3085 0.2743 o. 2420 0.2119 0.1841 
2 0.1567 0.1357 0.1151 0 .0961$ 0 .0801:1 0 .Oool:I 0.0548 0.0440 0.0359 0.0291 
3 0.0220 0.0179 0.0139 0.0101 O.OQ!l20 0.006.21 0.00400 0.00347 0 .002:>6 0.00101 
4 8 .02 THRUST TABLE l FOR TIME 0 TO .14 SECS 
5 o. 5 2850. 2000. 2240. 2230. 2205. 2180. 21 70. 
6 48 .1 THRUST TABLE 2 FOR TIME FROM .14 SECS 
1 0.5 220.5 • 2160. 2140. 2125. 2110. 2095. 2075. 
8 2000. 2040. 2020. 2005. 1990. 1970. 1950. 1910. 
9 1800. J.200. 010. 420. 320. · 295. 220. 190. 
10 140, 120. 100. 90. so. 75. 65. 55. 
11 4S. 41. 35. 30. 20. 10. 0. 
12 
B 16 2. TABLE OF RATE DAMPING DERIVATIVS CM~ 
14 -4. l -5.25 -6 .• 3 -7.4 -8.4 -9.3 -9 .96 -10.45 
15 -10.78 -10.95 -u.o -11.0 -11.0 -11.0 -11. 0 -11.0 
16 16 2. DELTA CN PRIME 
17 o. 005 • 18 .4 .69 1.06 1 .5 2 .o l 
18 2.59 3,22 3 .1:10 4.73 4.73 4. 73 4.73 4.73 
19 16 2. DELTA CY PRIME. 
20 o. -.015 -.07 -.17 
-. 3 -.47 -.65 -.87 
21 -1.1 -1.345 -1.6 -l.1$6 -1. 86 -1. 86 -1.86 -l.86 
22 16 2. DELTA CL PRIME LUGS 
B o. .o 15 .025 .032 • 045 .051 .00 .11 
24 .145 ,181 .215 .255 .255 .255 .255 • 255 
25 16 .0910667 cxo PRIME 
26 .465 ,445 .43 • 411 .397 .387 • 379 .375 
27 .420 .558 .no .970 1.2 1.2 1.2 1. 2 
28 16 4 2. • 36666 7 CMO PRIME 
29 (). -.95 -2.1 -3.6 -5.2 -1. 2 -9. 3 -11.55 
30 -13. 8 -16,2 -18.55 -21 .1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 
31 o. -.95 -2.1 -3.6 -s.2 -7.2 -9.3 -11.ss 
32 -13.1:1 -16,2 -18,55 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 
33 o. -.95 -2.1 -3.6 -5.2 -7 .2 -9.3 -11.55 
34 -13.8 -10.2 -18.55 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 -21.1 
JS o. -.6 . -1.6 -3.1 -4.75 -6.7 -8. a -10. 95 
J6 -13.2 -15. 5 -11. 8 -20.2 -20.2 -20 .2 -20 .2 -20.2 
H 16 4 2. .360667 DEL TA CM PRIME 
38 o. -.03 -.14 -.3 -.64 -1.19 -1. 85 -2.63 
39 -3.46 -4.36 -5. 38 -6.45 -6.45 -o.45 -6.45 -6.45 
40 o. -.03 -.14 -.3 -.64 -1.19 -1. 85 -2.63 
41 -3.46 -4.36 -5.38 -6 .45 -o.45 -o.45 -6.4!> -6.45 
42 o. -.03 -.14 -.3 -.64 -1.19 -1.85 -2 .63 
43 -3.46 -4.36 -S.38 -6.45 -6.45 -6.45 -6. 45 -6.45 
44 o. -.05 -.17 -.4 -.75 -l.32 -2.02 -2.0 
45 -3.68 -4.6 -5.65 -o. 8 -6. 8 -o.8 -6.8 -6 .0 
46 16 4 2. .366667 CN PRIME 
47 o. .69 1.4 2.2 3,15 4,24 5,38 6,54 
48 1.1, 9.04 10. 55 1.2. 2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 
49 o. .69 1.4 ,.2 3.15 4,24 5.38 6, 54 
50 1.12 9,04 10. 55 12.2 12 .2 12.2 12.2 12.2 
51 o. .69 1.4 2.2 3,15 4. 24 5o38 6,54 
52 1. 72 9,Q4 10.55 12 .2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 
53 o. ,o9 1,4 2 .• 2 3.2 4.35 5.5 6,74 
54 8.o 9,37 10.1 12.0 12. 12. 12. 12. 
97 
55 16 4 2. .3666()7 DEL TA CN PR l ME 
56 o. .015 .Ob .155 .31 .5 .75 1. 05 
57 1.395 1,78 2. 2 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 
58 o. .015 .Ob .155 .31 .5 • 75 1. 05 
59 1.395 1. 78 2.2 2.03 2.63 2.63 2.63 2.63 
bO o. .015 • 06 .155 .31 .5 .75 1.05 
bl 1.395 1.78 2.2 2,63 2. 6.3 2. 63 2,63 2.b3 
b2 o. • 015 .06 .155 .3·2 .53 .8 1.11 
63 lo46 1.84 2.26 2. 71 l. 71 2. 71 2 .11 2. 71 
b4 lb 4 2. .366667 ROLL OAHP ING CLP 
65 -.232 -.315 -.39 -.464 -.52 7 -.579 -.62 - .649 
66 -.6b8 -.675 -.67 -.645 -. 645 -.645 -.645 -.645 
67 -.232 -.315 -.39 -.464 -.521 -.579 -.62 -.649 
68 -.66S -.675 -.bl -.6't5 -,645 -.645 -.645 -.6't5 
69 - .23.: -.315 -.39 -.464 - • 527 -.579 -.62 -.649 
70 -.668 -.675 -.67 -.645 -.645 -.645 -.645 -.645 
71 -.25 -.333 -.41 -.482 - •. 55 -.b09 -.b51 -.698 
72 -.12a -.75 -.12 -.72 -. 72 -. 72 -. 72 -. 72 
73 16 4 2. .36b667 DELTA CLP PRIME 
74 o. .001 .02 .045 .01 .101 .122 .193 
75 .25 .297 .331 .354 .354 • 354 .354 .354 
76 o. • 007 • 02 .O't5 .01 .101 .122 .193 
77 .25 .297 .331 • 354 .35't .354 .354 .354 
78 o. .001 .02 0045 .01 .101 • 122 • 193 
79 .25 .297 • 331 .35't .3 5't .354 .354 .354 
80 o. .ooa .035 .01 .12 • ).86 • 277 .387 
81 .515 • 67 2 .84 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1. 03 
82 16 4 2. .366667 cxc 
83 o. o. o. o. .002 .02 • 055 .13 
84 • 2't -387 .642 1,09 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 
85 o. o. o. o. .002 .02 .055 .13 
86 .24 .387 .642 1.09 1.09 1. 09 1.09 1.09 
87 o. o. o. o. .002 .02 .055 .13 
88 .24 .387 .642 1.09 1.09 l.09 1.09 1.09 
89 o. o. o. o. .002 .000 ,026 .07 
90 .135 .23 • 365 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 
91 16 4 ft 2. .366667 10. CN PRIME PER DELTA R OR "1 
92 .143 .1425 ,145 .151 .157 .162 .166 .1735 
93 .182 .1867 .1895 .191 .191 .191 ,191 .191 
94 .143 .1425 .145 .151 .15 7 .102 .166 , 1735 
95 • 182 • l 867 .1895 .191 .19 l .191 .191 .191 
96 .143 .1425 .145 .151 • 157 .102 .l6o .1735 
97 .18.l .l 867 .1895 .191 .191 .191 .191 .191 
98 .179 .1795 • l 825 .188 .196 .203 .210 .211 
99 .u.1 .231 0232 .232 .232 .232 .232 .232 
100 .143 .1425 ,145 0151 .157 .162 .166 .1735 
101 .1a2 .1867 • l 895 .191 .l 91 .191 .191 .191 
102 .143 .14..:5 .145 .151 .157 .102 • 166 .1 735 
103 .182 • l 86 7 .1895 .191 , 19 l .191 .191 .191 
104 .143 .1425 .145 .151 .157 .162 .166 .1735 
105 .182 .l8b7 .1895 .191 · .19 l .191 o l9i .191 
106 • l 7'il .1795 .1825 .188 .196 .203 .210 .211 
107 .221 .231 .232 .232 • 232 ,232 .232 .232 
108 .175 ,169 .111 .176 .184 .192 .201 • 2095 
98 
109 .2lb .219 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 
110 .175 ol69 .111 .176 ol8't ol92 .201 .2095 
111 .210 oll9 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22 
112 .175 .169 .111 ol.76 o l8't o 192 • 201 • 20.95 · 
113 .216 • 219 • 22 .22 .2.2 .22 .22 .22 
ll't .205 .ZO't .205 .209 .214 .22 • 226 .233 
115 ol't 0247 o25't o2b2 .262 0262 .262 .262 
116 .175 ol69 .111 ol76 .184 .19.2 .201 .2095 
117 .216 .219 .22 .22 .22 .22 • 22 .22 
ua .i75 ol69 .111 .ltb .184 .192 .201 .2095 
119 .216 0219 .22 .22 • 22 .22 .22 .22 
120 ol 75 .169 .111 .176 .184 .192 .201 .2095 
121 .216 0219 .22 .22 ~22 .22 .22 .22 
lU .205 0204 .205 .2.09 0214 .22 0226 .233 
123 ol't 0247 0254 0262 0262 .262 .262 .262 
l2't lb 
" 
4 2. • 366667 10. CM PRIMf PER DELTA R OR l,j 
125 -.69 -.678 -.68 -.69 -.11 -.73 -. 76 -.787 
126 
-. 81 -.83 -.84 -.85, -.8·5 -.85 -.85 -. 85 
127 -.69 - •. 678 -.68 -.69 
-. 71 -. 73 -.76 -.787 
128 -.a1 -.83 -.B't -.as -.85 -.85 -.85 -.85 
129 -.o9 -.678 -.68 -.61j1 -.11 -.73 -.76 -.787 
130 -.81 -.83 -.Bit -.85 -.as -.as -.85 -.as 
Ul -.1b -.75 -.753 -.111 -.a -.83 -.857 -. 886 
132 -. 911 -.95 -.98 -1.01 -1.01 -1.01 -1.01 -1.01 
lJJ -,69 -.678 -.68 -.o9 -. 71 -.7l -.76 -.787 
lJ't -.111 -.83 -.84 -.as -.85 -. 85 -.85 -. 85 
ll5 -.69 -.678 -.68 -.69 
-. 71 -.73 -.76 -. 787 
Ub -.111 -.83 -.84 -.85 
- • 85 -.85 -.85 -.85 
lH -.69 -.b18 -.68 '-069 -.71 -.73 -.76 -. 787 
138 -.81 -.83 -.84 -.as. -.85 -.85 -.85 -.as 
ll9 -.1b -,75 .... 753 -.111 -.8 -.83 -. 857 -.88b 
l'tO -.917 -. 95 -.98 -1.oi -1.01 -1.01 -1.01 -1.01 
l'tl -.795 -.183 -. 78& -.795 -. 81 -.83 -.862 -.898 
142 -.92.i! -.935 -.93 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 
l't3 -.795 
-. 7fU 
-· 786 -.795 -.111 -.83 -.8&2 -.898 
l't't -.922 -.935 -.93 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 
145 -.795 -.183 -.786 -.795 -.81 -. 83 -.802 -,898 
l't6 -.922 -,935 -.9l -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 
147 -.8b5 -.84 -',83 -,81t8 -.87 -. 893 -.92 -.94 
l'+S -.9b5 -.994 -1.02 -1.os -1,05 -1.os -1.os -1.05 
149 -.795 -.783 -.786 -.795 -.81 -.83 -.Bbl -.898 
150 -.922 -.935 -.93 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 
151 -.795 -. 7113 -,786 -.795 -.81 -.83 -.S62 -. 898 
152 -.922 -.935 -.93 -,9 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 
153 -.19S -.7tl3 -.786 ... 795 -.81 
-. 83 -.Bbl -.898 
154 .... 922 -.935 
-. 93 -.9 -.9 -.9 -.9 .... 9 
155 - .sci, -.84 -,SJ -. illt8 -.81 -.893 -.92 -.94 
l5b -.965 ... 994 -1.02 -1.os -1.os -1.os -1.05 -1. 05 
157 16 
" 
4 2. 0366667 10. CL PRIME PER DELTA p 
15il .13 .121 .125 o l2't .123 .122 o 1225 .12'+ 
159 ol24 .12, .12 oll6 .116 .Ub o 116 .116 
160 .13 .121 .125 ,124 .123 .122 ,1225 ,124 
lbl .124 .123 .12 .116 .116 o 116 o 116 oll6 
162 olJ .u1 ol25 ,124 .123 .122 .1225 .124 
99 
163 .121t .123 .12 .116 .116 .116 .116 .116 
164 .143 .,!.'t .1375 .1J5 • 133 .131 .13 .129 
165. .12a .1285 .13 ol3.! .132 .132 .132 o 132 
lb6 .13 .121 .125 .124 ol23 .122 ~1225 .124 
167 .124 ol23 .12 o 116 .116 .116 .116 .116 
168 .13 .121 .125 .124 .123 .122 .1225 ·124 
169 .124 .123 .12 • J,16 .116 .110 .116 .116 
170 .13 .121 .125 .124 o 123 .122 .1225 .124 
171 .J,Z4 .123 .1z 0116 ·116 oll6 .116 o 116 
172 .143 ol't .1375 .13!, .133 ,131 .13 .129 
173 .128 .1"85 .13 ol32 • 132 .132 .132 .132 
lH o l't2 ol455 .146 ~1"4 .14 .138 .137 .136 
175 .1355 o 1345 .134 ol34 o 134 ol34 .134 .134 
176 ol42 .14!>5 .146 ol44 .14 .138 • 137 ol36 
117 .1355 .1345 .134 .134 .134 .134 .134 .134 
178 .142 .1it55 .146 0144 .14 .138 .137 .136 
179 .1355 .1345 .134 ol34 .134 .134 .134 o 134 
180 ~148 .146 o l't4 .142 .14 .139 .1311 .137 
181 .136 .136 ·1355 ol35 .135 .135 .135 .us 
1112 ol42 .1455 .146 .l't4 .14 .138 .137 .136 
183 .1355 o 1345 o 134 oll't .134 ol3't .134 .134 
1114 .142 .1455 01"6 .l't4 • lit : 1.38 .1·37 .136 
185 .1355 o 1345 .134 .134 .134 ol3't .134 .134 
1116 .142 .1455 o 146 .144 .14 ol38 .137 .136 
187 oU55 .134!> oU4 .134 oll't .134 • 134 oll't 
188 • 148 • l't6 . ol44 0142 • lit ol39 .138 .137 
189 ollb .136 .1355 .135 .135 .135 .135 .135 
190 999 
191 l 
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